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SA needs a black-owned
investment champion

A
LMOST JULY. PAST THE h a l f w ay
mark for the year … and so very
different to the anguished weeks
investors were enduring in the

same period in 2020.
Pick a share — any share — and you’ll

probably be booting yourself for not buying
when the local market was having its
Co v id lockdown breakdown.

There are still some shares that have
not recuperated properly — perhaps
because the pandemic widened structural
faults that had already been formed. Still,
there are counters that, for me, stand out.
I’m thinking of the food sector, where I
have been mulling nibbling on AVI, RCL
and Libstar. Then again, political ineptitude
and the regular bouts of political extrem-
ism curb my enthusiasm for SA Inc. Maybe
I should rather save up for a small stake in
fishing group Oceana, which I am sure will
earn the bulk of its keep from angling in
global waters within the next 10 years.

As readers would have noticed, this is
our annual “Top Private Banks & Wealth
Ma n a ge r s Su r v ey ”. Once again, our
redoubtable partner Intellidex has come up
with authoritative research from every
conceivable angle. My hearty congratula-
tions to all the winners. It seems like this is
becoming an increasingly competitive
space, which is really great for clients.

Speaking (broadly) of banks, I have been
watching the scenes playing out around the
formation of YWBN Mutual Bank, an exer-
cise that entails raising a not insubstantial
R5bn to create a black-owned and -man-
aged bank. For me, there is simply not
enough nitty-gritty financial information to
make a sound investment decision with.

At face value, there might be a discon-
nect between the capital raised (for a 55%
stake) and the sweat capital invested by the
founders (for retaining a hefty 45% stake).

Building a bank — even a small, niche
one — is no easy task. Older readers will

remember the late 1990s when the JSE
enjoyed a boom in technology and financial
services companies. Not too many of those
banks or variations on banks remain on
the JSE today. (Capitec, of course, was the
great success story.)

A large black-owned and -managed
bank would be a fantastic entity to build.
My wish for SA is for a large black-owned
investment entity that can take monthly
debit orders to build capital to invest
diversely across the JSE. We need a cham-
pion investment company that can be a
true vehicle for ferrying the nation’s
savings — and, with that, everybody’s
hopes and aspirations. Maybe when I retire
I can get cracking on this idea. It certainly
seems no-one else is … ●

Co n t r i b u to rs : Anthony Clark, Stephen Cranston, The Finance Ghost, Marc Hasenfuss,
Warwick Lucas, Joan Muller, Shawn Stockigt
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S h a re : GAMING BASKET
JSE share code: HERO, NERD & ESPO
Share price: HERO: $32.98; NERD: $32.25; ESPO: $70.01

Average volume traded: 243 000, 32 500, 100 000

✔

I
nvesting offshore requires
you to assess two hurdles:
the rand and the asset on
the other side. It’s like

choosing which airline to fly
and choosing your destination.
That isn’t easy, which is why
travel agents exist.

In the investment world,
those travel agents are the
exchange traded fund (ETF)
providers. Instead of having to
plan your entire investment
yourself, they help you with a
basket of underlying assets
along a specific theme. You
need to choose the theme, bu t
they do the rest.

This pick of the month is
from an SA perspective,
assuming you would be send-
ing your rands offshore and
looking for a solid international
wealth creation opportunity. In
other words, this is viewed
through the lens of rand pricing
of international assets.

The r e’s a technical argu-
ment to split the currency and
the asset decisions. In most
cases, I would agree. Global
shares move in response to
their own fundamentals.
Nobody overseas is trading
them based on their rand price!

However, the rand and the
pricing of offshore assets usu-
ally mitigate each other. In a
risk-off trade, assets drop but
the rand weakens and erodes
our buying power, so our col-
lective ability to “buy the dip” is
l i m it e d .

This time, it’s different. Th e
rand is strong and seems to be
strengthening further, while
interesting US assets have been

sold off heavily. It’s an oppor-
tunity that is difficult to ignore.

The gaming and e-sports
industry has blossomed during
the pandemic. Your avatar can’t
catch Covid from another play-
er in a virtual world. As our
lives have become increasingly
digital, so too have our hobbies
and recreational activities.

This industry stands to ben-
efit from several themes, rang-
ing from increased broadband
a cce s s to growing consumer
discretionary spending. Even
urbanisation plays a role, as
people living in built-up areas
turn to digital entertainment as
a form of escapism.

So, the investment equiva-
lent of a travel agent makes
sense in this space. There are a
multitude of businesses in this
industry and taking the time to

analyse all of them probably
isn’t worth the effort unless
you have significant sums to
invest. Through a single invest-
ment into a suitable ETF, broad
thematic exposure is achieved
at a low cost.

As an indication of how
complex this industry is, the
players range from hardware
suppliers (like Nvidia) to game
developers (like Electronic
Arts). If this industry doesn’t
appeal to you, then I have bad
news if you have an SA retire-
ment fund — chances are t h at
your money is invested in
Naspers with look-through to
Tencent, a gaming giant.

The trade of the year was
Sea Ltd, up 700% since the
start of 2020. Sea operates in
Southeast Asia, a region with
nearly double the population of
the US and high levels of GDP
growth. Sea is the developer of
Free Fire, the most downloaded
mobile game worldwide in
2020. Sea also operates an e-
commerce platform and a dig-
ital payments platform. On a
revenue multiple of nearly 25
times, Sea isn’t cheap, but the
growth path is clear.

The industry stalwarts are

still growing as well. In
Mic r o s o f t ’s latest quarterly
earnings, Xbox content and
services grew 34%, a rate beat-
en only by Dynamics 365 and
Azure as Microsoft’s cloud
offerings. Nintendo’s sales for
the year ended March 2021
were up more than 34% and
operating profits were up
nearly 82%.

Investors can choose from
three global ETFs that track this
i ndu s t r y .

The VanEck Vectors Video
Gaming & eSports ETF
($ESPO) has Nvidia, Sea, Ten-
cent, Advanced Micro Devices
and Nintendo as its five largest
holdings. Geographically, the
US is the largest exposure
(39%), with Japan and China
each at nearly 20%.

The Roundhill Bitkraft
eSports & Digital Entertainment
ETF ($NERD) has Modern
Times Group, Activision Bliz-
zard, Corsair Gaming, Tencent
and DouYu International Hold-
ings as its top five. US exposure
is 29% and there is a strong
slant towards China (19%) rel-
ative to Japan (9%).

The Global X Video Games
& eSports ETF ($HERO) ho ld s
Nvidia, Sea, NetEase, Electronic
Arts and Activision Blizzard as
its top five. US exposure is
29%, with Japan at 25% and
China at 13%.

Since the start of 2020,
$NERD is up 93%. $HERO is
just behind at 92% and $ESPO
is lagging at 83%. All of these
are spectacular 18-month
returns and they remain
appealing over the next decade.

If you’re looking to send
your rands on holiday, booking
a gaming and e-sports holiday
with your financial travel agent
may be a sensible strategy.

In this case, the ETFs are
just as exciting as stock picking
would be. ●
The Finance Ghost

Other companies analysed in this issue: Pepkor, Lewis Group, Astoria, Spar Group, Massmart, Dipula Income Fund
See Pages 26-31 for these share analyses
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As our lives have
b e co m e
i n c reas i n g l y
digital, so too
have our hobbies

“
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Pe o p l e’s reluctance
to eat out still harms
the fast-food sector

☞

I
M has held consistent
views about two stalwarts
of the quick service restau-
rant (QSR) and casual din-

ing segment, Famous Brands
and Spur Corp.

In August 2020, IM dis-
cussed going long on Famous
Br a nd s and short on Spur. Sub -
sequently Famous Brands rose
31% and Sp u r 23%.

With more than 10 months
having passed and much of the
Co v id impact having w a s he d
through the system, we r ev i s it
the trade and affirm that call.

IM has had a view that if we
had to be in fast food we would
prefer to be in Famous Brands.
But on a portfolio basis, we are
unsure whether we even want
to be in the segment at present.
There remain challenges, and
in our judgment normal rev -
enue and earnings seem at
least another 12 months away.

Recent feedback from
Famous Brands about the 2021
financial year confirms much
of the sector’s narrative that
recovery from the despair of
2020 and from the lockdowns
and the curtailment of service
has occurred. But not all is
equal.

Co n s u me r s ’ usual prefer -
ence to eat in the traditional
sit-down venues favours Spur
over take-out-orientated
Famous Brands.

But at present p e o p le
remain reluctant to make the
leap of faith and are not return-
ing in droves to eat out. Take-
away meals and deliveries con-
tinue to dominate.

The rise in QSR sales, deliv-
eries, consumer collections and
dark kitchens clearly demon-
strates that the fast-food mar-
ket will continue to face chal-
lenges until Covid is bought
under control.

Adaptation to current con-
sumer trends mean that menus
have been trimmed to pare
costs and make preparation
simpler and more cost effec-
tive. Inflation and menu pricing
are rising; Famous Brands
comments t h at there will be a
price increase of about 7% in its
menu this year, compared w it h
3%-4% last year. Spur is open-
ing drive-through outlets,
something it has never had in
its arsenal, and is adapting out-
lets to cope with the surge in
delivery orders.

Famous Brands, aware of
the challenges of casual eat-out
dining, has exited both restau-
rant chain Gourmet Burger
Kitchen in the UK and tashas.

It is focusing its efforts on its

leading brands of take-out
chains such as Debonairs,
Steers and Fishaways.

Its sit-down portfolio con-
sists mainly of Mugg & Bean
and Wimpy.

With ongoing social distanc-
ing and capacity rules, sit-
down brands remain at a sig-
nificant disadvantage to take-
out outlets. Thus, IM continues
to prefer Famous Brands over
Sp u r .

Famous Brands has com-
mented that while the percent-
age increase in sit-down cus-
tomers has risen, co n s u me r s
continue to prefer de l iv e r y
from an outlet, t a ke - aw ay s
from inside the outlet and
d r iv e - t h r o u g h s .

These preferences, all allied
to ongoing Covid-related con-
cerns, continue to favour the
Famous Brands outlets above
the predominantly sit-down
network of Spur.

The fast-food segment
remains tough.

Famous Brands reported a
35% fall in revenue in 2021 to
R5bn and a halving in operating
profit margin. Operating profits
fell 79% to R193m, and he a d l i ne
EPS declined 121% to a loss per
share of 86c.

Some of this was due to the
write-downs and last impair-
ments of the disastrous UK
acquisition in 2016 of Gourmet
Burger Kitchen for R2.1bn, pri-
marily with debt.

This deal was an utter dis-
aster and cost shareholders
dearly. It was the main reason

for the slump in the Famous
Brands share price.

Recent results show the
debacle has been dealt with,
though a slab of the debt asso-
ciated with the deal remains.

However, Famous Brands
remains highly cash generative
and a renegotiation of its lend-
ing terms has given it ample
breathing space. It is unlikely
that the whispered-about 2020
rights issue to alleviate the
debt, now standing at R1.37bn,
will be needed.

That scenario has been
enough, with the Go u r met
Burger Kitchen clean-up, to
polish the Famous Brands
share price in the past months.
In the year to date Famous
Brands continues to outper-
form Spur, rising 21.5% versus
Sp u r ’s 17.3%.

SA is now in the third wave
of Covid and the government
has tightened the curfew rules.
This will have an impact on the
second-half results of the sec-
tor. The lockdown reg ulations
have been extended to July 15.

This brings IM back to the
question: do we even want to
be in fast foods right now?

The answer remains a
robust no.

However, from a trade per-
spective, going long on Famous
Brands and short on Spur still
s t a nd s . IM likes both business-
es for the longer term. When
Covid is a memory and e at i ng
out and full venue capacity
b e co me the norm, IM s ho u ld
favour Spur. Global trends
show people are desperate to
escape their home confines
and be sociable again.

SA lags many economies in
gaining control of the pandemic
and in the rolling out of the
Covid vaccine. In the face of
this IM remains reticent about
being in the fast food sector.

It is the fear of the
unknowns of the future that
haunts consumers and there -
fore influences our investment
prognosis. ●
Anthony Clark

With ongoing
social distancing
and capacity
rules, sit-down
brands remain at
a significant
disadvantage to
take-out outlets

“
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Ducking ’n diving is bad form

A
s an old-fashioned
analyst, I’m far
happier with bits of
paper and files full
of press cuttings,

hand-written notes and
corporate reports than I am with
these cloud-based databases.

Similarly, I prefer face-to-face
meetings with corporate
management during results
presentations or AG Ms .

You can engage directly and
get a much better feel of what is
behind an answer to a question
when you look a CEO in the eye.

Body language or an
unintentional quip gained
alongside chats with other board
members are invaluable.

But Co v id changed all t h at .
The nuances of meetings have
been replaced by one-
dimensional online meetings.

Understandably for public and
individual safety, gatherings have
become unfashionable despite
much of the economy easing out
of ongoing Covid fatigue.

Pretty much every corporate
result or AGM since March 2020
has been via an online platform.
This may negate Covid concerns,
but much is lost from using
remote technology to engage
with analysts, investors and
s h a r e ho lde r s .

Many CEOs I talk to long for
the day when results pre-
sentations and AGMs can be held
in real life.

Starting into a screen at
myriad usually muted and hidden
participants on an MS Teams or
Zoom meeting is simply not the
same as watching and reacting to
a physical audience.

I await the day when we
analysts can again glare at
management, waiting for our
chance to ask tetchy questions in
an open forum.

Many listed corporates have
used online results webinars and
AGMs to mitigate against such
questioning. They want to co nt r o l
the narrative and censor a ny
“u nt o w a r d ” q u e s t io n i ng .

In a physical meeting, you
stick up your hand and ask your
question and management is put
on the spot to reply. They can’t
deflect or hide.

On an online forum, where
corporates or their flunkies
control whose questions get read
out (or not), it becomes an
exercise in control.

Social media is a great leveller
a nd a powerful tool for bringing
miscreants to task if a webinar or
AGM is too controlled or
s c r ip t e d .

Great webinars see CEOs
willingly give detailed and
lengthy presentations and show
that they are happy to take every
question thrown at them.

The recent AdvTech results as
well as the AGM I participated in
were refreshing, t r a n s p a r e nt
affairs. CEO Roy Douglas

answered questions about results
for an hour.

Similarly, at the Co m bi ne d
Motor Holdings AGM I logged
into, CEO Jebb McIntosh gave a
detailed, off-the-cuff u p d at e a nd
happily responded to any and all
q u e s t io n s .

Contrast that with Famous
Brands. Its recent results
presentation, from a challenging
trading period for the business,
lasted exactly an hour — to the
second. Six questions were
allowed in the online Q&A time
slot. In a physical results meeting,
that kind of restriction would not
be tolerated.

At some corporates, it’s pot
luck if your written questions are
even read out. More than likely,
they are cropped and sanitised to
spare management from having
to openly respond to prickly
q u e s t io n s .

The PSG Group and Zeder
Investments results and Q&A
session were just that: m a n a ge d
and redacted.

A recent JSE AGM “o v e r s ig ht ”
saw this analyst’s pointed
questions not even put to
management, despite stated
protocols being followed to
submit written questions.

Online webinars and AGMs
have become flooded with Jik;
bleached and sanitised, often to
fit a corporate narrative. In a
physical meeting such behaviour
would not stand, but in
cyberspace it’s co m mo np l a ce .

The JSE should mandate that
once it is safe to do so, co r p o r at e
meetings should return to a
physical form with the option of
a cce s s via a live webinar feed. ●

ANTHONY
CLARK

It ’s a joy to see
the better class
of CEOs give
updates and
answer
questions at
online AGMs

At some
corporates, it’s pot
luck if your w r i t te n
questions are even
read out

“

iMguest column
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WEALTH, P O L I T I CA L
RISK AND HAPPINESS

S A’s wealth managers excel in areas they can control, and most portfolios were al rea d y
defensively positioned before the Covid crisis hit, writes Colin Anthony

I
t’s good to have you

around during a crisis, is

the message emanating

from clients of wealth

managers and private

banks as the country

emerges from the Covid-

induced economic devastation

of 2020.

This is the 10th anniversary

of the Int e l l idex -Inv e s t o r s

Monthly “Top Private Banks &

Wealth Managers” survey, and,

despite the market turmoil, the

firms that cater for the wealthy

continue to receive exception-

ally high ratings from clients on

a wide range of categories that

are interrogated through the

client survey.

This year a record 9, 8 1 7

people participated, which pre-

sents a credible picture of how

they believe their wealth is

being managed. That’s impres-

sive, given that there’s so much

to keep SA wealth managers

awake at night.

Regulatory changes are as

regular as the ocean’s waves

and these managers have to

stay abreast of rapid technolog-

ical advancements to remain

competitive. Then, of course,

this country enjoys its own

special brand of economic risk,

where parts of the governing

party work hard to get the

economy onto an investor-

enticing growth track while

other parts of it seem deter-

mined to derail it all. And

though the fiscal purse is emp-

ty and our sovereign debt is

north of R4.3-trillion, still our

politicians find money to steal

from somewhere, go v e r n me nt

tenders being a juicy target.

Apart from the concerns

over technology, those issues

are outside the direct control of

wealth managers. Another

thing outside their control is, of

course, the appearance of a

virus that sweeps across earth,

forcing entire economies to

shut down.

But whatever bits and

pieces of that particular crisis

they could control they did.

And they could do so precisely

because they had been fretting

over their firms’ t e c h no lo g ic a l

c a p a bi l it ie s .

This year’s survey interro-

gated the participating firms

about how they reacted to the

crisis. What impressed us is

that most firms had already

established or had been devel-

oping their digital capabilities

well before Covid hit in the first

quarter of last year.

This helped tremendously,

they say, in dealing with the

unprecedented issues that the

lockdown threw at them.

Most of those technological

developments were instituted

to improve client communica-

tion, something that became

more critical during the lock-

down. And almost every firm

mentions how it increased the

number of its webinars and

other online client engage-

ments. Expert speakers, both

in-house and external to cover

specialist areas, briefed clients

on the markets and provided

guidance on their investments.

Much of that guidance

entailed reassurance, because

most portfolios were already

defensively positioned before

the pandemic — given SA’s ail-

ing economy — though some

portfolios had to be adapted.

Within such an environ-

ment, PSG Wealth is the Top

Wealth Manager of the Year:

Large Institutions, and Private

Client Holdings is the Top

Wealth Manager of the Year:

Bo u t iq u e s .

Investec Private Bank

retains its crown as the Top

Private Bank of the Year, fol-

lowed by Standard Bank Pri-

vate Bank and RMB Private

Ba n k .

PSG Wealth is starting to

make the overall wealth man-

a ge r ’s award its own, winning

it for the third consecutive year.

It has been a strong performer

throughout the years we have

been conducting the survey. It

is also the only wealth manager

competing in the “large institu-

t io n s ” category that is not affil-

iated to a bank.

Dan Hugo, CEO: distribution,

attributes PSG’s success to

strong intergenerational client

relationships, with strong tech-

nological and other support for

advisers. “Our advisers typically

service their clients from cradle

to grave, and through proper

PSG Wealth 1  8.64 

Standard Bank Wealth and Investment 2  8.47 

RMB Private Bank 3  8.07 

FNB Private Wealth 4  7.96 

Nedbank Wealth Management SA 5  7.93 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

TOP WEALTH MANAGER: LARGE INSTITUTIONS

Rank 

Editor: Colin Anthony

Research manager: Heidi Dietzsch

Lead analyst: Phibion Makuwerere
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Investec Private Bank 1 8.08

Standard Bank Private Bank 2 7.77

RMB Private Bank 3 7.42

Nedbank Wealth Management SA 4 7.26

FNB Private Wealth 5 7.21

Absa Private Bank 6 6.88

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

TOP PRIVATE BANK

Rank 

Private Client Holdings 1  8.47 

Gradidge-Mahura Investments 2  8.37 

Brenthurst Wealth Management 3  8.27 

Sasfin Wealth 4  8.25 

Centric Wealth Advisory 5  8.09 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

TOP WEALTH MANAGER: BOUTIQUES

Rank 

succession planning those rela-
tionships stay intact.” Hugo says
the support services provided
by PSG in marketing, compli-
ance, HR, IT and risk manage-
ment free up advisers to allo-
cate their time to client service.

PSG Wealth’s response to
the lockdown is impressive —
though it typifies the response
of most wealth managers.
“Keeping clients informed and
managing expectations are
always key during any crisis,”
says Hugo. “Therefore ongoing,
focused client communication
became even more important.

“Throughout the year we
launched various new client
communications and imple-
mented a number of digital
ways of engaging clients. The
Co v id weekly newsletter d r ew
a very high readership; in fact,
it had the greatest number of
opens on PSG e-mailed com-
munication ever.

“Financial plans continued
to be formally reviewed at least
annually, with many clients and
advisers agreeing on more fre-
quent reviews. Having a long-
term view remains as impor-
tant as ever, while s ho r t - t e r m
needs are met through appro-
priate investments that are less
v o l at i le ,” Hugo says.

In the coveted People’s
Choice awards, which are
determined solely by client
rankings, Centric Wealth Advi-
sory wins as the top wealth
manager, with Investec Private
Bank taking the top private
banking award.

Centric also wins the award
for Top Wealth Manager for
Lump-Sum Investors.

The f i r m’s two awards are
particularly impressive because
this is such a young business —
it has been operating for only
four years.

Its two senior executives,
Charles McAllister and Gené
Scott, however, together bring
more than 40 years’ experi -
ence to the firm, and its clients
clearly appreciate the service
and investment guidance.

McAllister outlines a novel
structure the firm introduced
from the outset — setting itself
up as an association of
lifestyle-based financial plan-
ners. Essentially it is a hub of a
network of providers that offer
local and offshore trustee, fidu-
ciary and investment manage-
ment services. “This association
has allowed us to pool our
knowledge, expertise and
resources with [those of] other
industry leaders,” he says.

Co v id issues aside, McAllis-
ter says the primary concern of
clients is “preserving their
wealth, not only in their lifetime
but for the next generation”. His
firm addresses this by helping
clients identify “how much is
e no u g h”, implementing strate-
gies to achieve lifestyle goals
and putting structures in place
to facilitate the transfer of inter-
generational wealth. “On ce
clients are able to visualise their
lifestyle requirements, it opens
co nv e r s at io n s about discre-
tionary funds, aspirational funds
and the leaving of legacies.”

While SA’s wealth managers
excel in areas they can control,
it ’s the areas outside their con-
trol that really have them fret-
ting. And if there’s one issue

that haunts their dreams at
n ig ht , it is political risk, espe-
cially when the words “w e a lt h
tax” have surfaced somewhere
or other.

McAllister believes the polit-
ical risk to investments has
intensified over the past year.

“The local economy is strug-
gling to generate growth and is
quickly approaching a debt-to-
GDP ratio of 100%. State-
owned enterprises are essen-
tially bankrupt, which will
apply more pressure on gov-
e r n me nt ’s already stretched
finances. All this leads to polit-
ical risks as there are very few
options available to the govern-
ment to address these revenue
shortfalls, and taxing current
wealth is an ‘easy’ s o lu t io n
with little impact on the voter
b a s e .”

Globally, McAllister says,
political risk is slightly reduced
as former US President Donald
Trump is no longer driving an
aggressive agenda with China.
But the latter “is still ‘flexing ’ it s
might, especially through reg-
ulation in the tech space, which
could have a dramatic impact
on clients’ i nv e s t me nt s ”.

Outside of SA’s dire fiscal
situation, most wealth man-
agers feel the political risk has
eased somewhat over the past
year. Brenthurst Wealth Man-
a ge me nt ’s Brian Butchart
believes President Cyril
Ramaphosa has strengthened
his position within the ANC “by
seemingly isolating Ace Maga-
s hu le”, while the president’s
evidence before the Zondo
commission as head of the par-
ty “has, to a certain extent, dis-
played a willingness for the

ANC to admit its past mis-
t a ke s ”. The court cases against
former President Jacob Zuma,
too, signal “that the ruling party
is prepared for the law to take
its course”.

Butchart is not the rose-tint-
ed type, though, and there is
much that still concerns him in
the political space, including
“destructive policies” w h ic h
might sour investment senti-
ment towards the country. But
he does find cause for opti-
mism in what we can call one
of the virus’s unintended con-
sequences. “The Covid lock -
down has removed radical
political leaders such as [EFF
leader] Julius Malema from the
spotlight. This has minimised
the impact of radical anti-
capitalism and antibusiness
crusades and has improved the
image of SA as an investment
destination, with signs of new
inflows of capital into the JSE
equity and bond markets,
though sporadically.”

Clients, too, are conveying
that they feel political risk has
eased. Hugo says PSG’s advis-
ers all report that client con-
cerns over political risk have
tempered since last year. “Gen -
erally, there was a focus on the
p r e s ide nt ’s leadership during
the Covid p a nde m ic .”

Gradidge-Mahura Invest-
ments chief operating officer
Cyril Chetty says the pandemic
will continue to worry clients
until the vaccine rollout glob-
ally is complete. “Clients were
also worried about the poten-
tial for a wealth tax to be intro-
duced given the country’s pre-
carious fiscal position.”

Chetty says, however, that
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TOP RELATIONSHIP MANAGER OF THE YEAR

VIRATH JUGGAI OF GRADIDGE-MAHURA

INVESTMENTS is the 2021 Top
Relationship Manager of the Year.

Centric Wealth Advisory’s Charles
McAllister is second and Brian Butchart of
Brenthurst Wealth Management third.

This award, introduced in 2019 to
recognise individual excellence, has been
widely welcomed by the industry. Intellidex
uses a combined qualitative-quantitative
assessment to determine the rankings.

With almost 10,000 clients having
participated in this year’s client survey,
determining the rankings is no easy task,
as many are extremely co m p l i m e n ta r y
about their relationship managers. They
value them highly for investment advice
and for the guidance and “emotional
m a n a ge m e n t ” they offer, particularly during
turbulent market periods. Many clients

state explicitly their relationship manager is
the reason they stay with a particular firm.

J u g ga i ’s clients praise him highly.
“Virath has shown real empathy during the

pa n d e m i c,” says one client. “I lost my job
and he proactively helped me manage my
investment through it all. He has gone
beyond being a service provider.”

Another says: “Virath has an exceptional
manner in explaining my portfolio in detail
and has provided sound guidance during
the turbulent markets of the past seven
yea rs. His friendliness, professionalism and
careful attention have made Gradidge-
Mahura Investments my trusted choice.”

Top Relationship Manager of the
Yea r
1. Virath Juggai — G ra d i d ge - M a h u ra
I nvest m e n ts
2. Charles McAllister — Centric Wealth
Ad v i so r y
3. Brian Butchart — Brenthurst Wealth
M a n a ge m e n t

this concern has dissipated
post the budget speech. Bu t
concerns remain about expro-
priation without compensation,
Eskom, rapidly rising adminis-
tered prices and potential polit-
ical fallout in the governing
party.

“The continuing infighting in
the governing party is concern-
ing us. The economic destruc-
tion brought about by Covid
needs an undistracted and
coherent leadership response
and we are not getting that as
the president keeps taking
friendly fire.

“This presents a significant
challenge to business and con-
sumer confidence. The econo-
my will not grow in an envi-
ronment lacking confidence.”

Mosaic Family Office chief
financial officer Ruan Bye is
concerned that the political risk
and the stretched government
balance sheet could spill over
into “a g g r e s s iv e” tax increases
which “could materially affect
valuations of underlying invest-
ments and after-tax cash
returns of clients”.

Given the nature of the
political rhetoric in SA, a push
for “a g g r e s s iv e” taxation could
easily transform into calls for a
wealth tax, something that Pri-

vate Client Holdings director
Andrew Ratcliffe lists first
when asked about the main
concerns of clients.

Others include political
instability, exchange control,
prescribed assets, Situs (the
location of an asset for taxa-
tion), expropriation without
compensation and long-term
economic decay of the econo-
my, accelerated by Covid.

RMB Private Bank CEO Eric
Enslin outlines what needs to
be done to increase investor
co n f ide nce .

“The political uncertainty
will improve only if policy
reform and implementation are
actively demonstrated. Unfor-

tunately, while we are facing
political issues locally, we find
ourselves having to deal with a
global pandemic, one which
requires prioritisation. Investor
confidence is up, but not on the
local market front. Fiscal pres-
sure, the threat of downgrades
and the lack of clarity when it
comes to policies such as land
reform continue to weigh on
co n f ide nce .”

When all is said and done,
the wealth managers need to
focus on client needs. Standard
Bank Wealth & Investment high
net worth clients head Sanah
Gumede says: “We maintain
our position in guiding our
clients through these unpre-

dictable times and encourage
them to avoid panic-driven
decision-making, as this could
result in the crystallisation of
investment portfolio losses. We
believe markets will recover in
due course (it is still, however,
a matter of when) and history
has shown that extreme
depressed market events never
last in p e r p et u it y .”

Gumede says client demand
has increased for structured
products due to the enhanced
yield and capital protection
dynamics underpinning theme.
“We continue to adopt an indi-
vidual, client-centric advice
approach to assess all of our
c l ie nt s ’ personal circumstances
relative to their current portfo-
lio holdings. We then proceed
to make well thought-out,
unemotional and research-
informed recommendations
that are specific to each indi-
v idu a l .”

That typifies the response of
most wealth managers to the
uncertain and dynamic market
environment. They advise
clients to remain calm and
assess whether portfolios need
to be adapted while they guide
clients through these turbulent
times. But the important mes-
sage to them is: don’t panic. ●

  2021

Total assets under management (‘R)*  515 276 921 239 

Assets under advisement (‘R)  439 636 200 597 

Size of loan book (‘R)  200 847 191 070 

Growth in revenue (simple average) 28%

Number of clients across all service offerings 967 212

Number of employees in SA 3 519

Number of employees in rest of the world 1 021

Number of offices in SA 327

Number of offices in rest of the world 35

THE WEALTH INDUSTRY IN NUMBERS

* AUM relates to WIM units; assets in the private banking units are reported under AUA. 

All other items combine both private banks and wealth management units  

Figures reflect the 15 firms that participated in the survey 



Sasfin Wealth comprises Sasfin Securities (Pty) Ltd, JSE member; Sasfin Asset Managers (Pty) Ltd, FSP No. 21664; Sasfin Wealth Investment Platform (Pty) Ltd, 
FSP No.  45334; Sasfin Fiduciary Services (Pty) Ltd;  and Sasfin Financial Advisory Services (Pty) Ltd, FSP No. 5711. This advert is general in nature and is not advice. 
Sasfin Wealth accepts no liability for errors or changes. As clients are responsible for their decisions, they should obtain independent advice before taking any action. 

Integrated financial
advice. Individualised 
solutions.

Private Clients

At Sasfin, our Wealth Advisory and Fiduciary division empower 
all our clients to reach their financial goals, so that they can 
retire with dignity and leave a lasting legacy. Our integrated 
financial advice approach looks at your personal profile in
totality, giving you guidance, investment solutions and 
fiduciary services that put your wealth management goals first. 
Having been recognised for our award winning solutions for 
several years, we are at the top of our game to make sure 
that you are on top of your future.

Enquire today about how we can help you
build your lasting legacy - info@sasfin.com
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M E T HOD OLO GY

The Top Private Banks & Wealth
Managers survey is researched and
prepared by Intellidex, a specialist
financial services research house. This
is the 10th anniversary of the survey,
which we develop every year to ensure
that it best reflects the dynamics of the
wealth management industry and that
we are delivering a product that meets
the needs of clients who make use of
such firms.

Revised format
This year we revised the format,
reintroducing the case study concept. All
firms were required to respond to one case
study while those that participate in the top
end of the spectrum, the internationally
wealthy family archetype, were asked to
respond to another case study specific to
that archetype.

The survey still has two main prongs: a
questionnaire completed by participating
firms and a comprehensive online client
survey. Intellidex judges allocate points to
the firms in certain categories but client
rankings generally contribute most to the
overall scores. The questions we ask clients
are wide-ranging and designed to assess
the various strengths and weaknesses of
the private banks and wealth managers.

The main areas of focus, though, are on
satisfaction levels with products and
services as well as with investment returns,
whether clients believe they are getting
value for money and whether they would
recommend their service providers to
o t h e rs.

We also ask questions relating to why
clients use private banks and wealth
managers and whether their specific needs
are being met.

Clients add comments about aspects
not covered by our multiple-choice format
of questions. Here we receive some
valuable insights that are used to inform
the judging process.

This year 9,817 people participated in
the client survey — a new record and a
dramatic increase on last year’s 5,612
pa r t i c i pa n ts.

Judging
In terms of the overall judging, we
understand firms have different areas of
focus. Thus, in our minds, the individual
archetype winners — passive lump-sum
i nvesto r, young professional, s u ccessf u l
e n t re p re n e u r, wealthy executive and

internationally wealthy family — are at least
as important as the overall awards. If a firm
is the best in the industry in its specific
area of focus and does not pretend to be
all things to all people, it deserves
recognition for that area of excellence. If a
firm does not compete in a particular
market segment, we do not penalise it for
not having an offering for that archetype.

The award for the top individual
relationship manager, introduced in 2019, is
chosen from nominations and motivations
from clients.

The judges this year were Intellidex
market research manager Heidi Dietzsch,
head of strategy research Dr Graunt Kruger,
senior banks analyst Nolwandle Mthombeni
and project co-ordinator Colin Anthony.

Awa rd s
There are two overall awards, one for big
firms that are part of a larger financial
institution and a separate one for boutique
operators. We also award the top firm in
each archetype. The full list of awards are:
Top Wealth Manager of the Year: L a rge
financial institutions category
Top Wealth Manager of the Year:
Boutique firms category
Archetype awards:
Passive lump-sum investor
Young professional
Successful entrepreneur
Wealthy executive
Internationally wealthy family

Pe o p l e ’s Choice Award: Determined solely
by client rankings, this has two categories,
one for wealth management services and
one for private banking services.
Top Banking Services Firm: This award is
determined by the client survey, based
solely on transactional and lending services.
Top Individual Relationship Manager: An
award for the top relationship manager,
based on client nominations and the
motivation they provide.

The table below summarises the mix of
methodologies used to score firms for the
awa rd s.

Intellidex is always keen to widen the
survey to include more institutions. We are
interested in firms that straddle the gap
between wealth manager and financial
adviser. We would like to include firms that
meet these two criteria:

1. Exclusivity in client selection such
that clients on average have investible
assets of more than R3m.

2. Advice on total assets of at least
R50m.

Such firms, however, will be included
only if they ask to be. Intellidex includes
larger firms by default. We reserve the right
to determine eligibility at our sole
d i sc re t i o n .

For details visit www.intellidex.co.za

1 Top Wealth Manager of the Year:  
 Large Financial Institutions 

2 Top Wealth Manager of the Year: 
 Boutique Firms 

3 Passive lump-sum investor

4 Young professional

5 Successful entrepreneur

6 Wealthy executive

7 Internationally wealthy family
 
8 People’s Choice Awards 
 (one for private banks and one  for wealth managers)
 
9 Top Banking Services Firm
 
10 Top Individual Relationship Manager

Award name
Clients 
votes

Judges’ 
subjective 

assessments

MIX OF METHODOLOGIES USED TO SCORE FIRMS FOR THE AWARDS

Methodology mix
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PEOPL E ’S CHOICE

AWA R D S

How clients rate their wealth managers and private banks

THE PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD IS

selected purely by clients of wealth

managers and private banks through a

comprehensive online questionnaire.

This year 9,817 people participated

in the client survey — a new record

and a dramatic increase on last year’s

5,612 participants. The large number of

clients who participate enhances the

credibility of the survey findings.

We ask clients all about their

service providers, and their rankings

— across a range of questions

determining satisfaction levels in

numerous categories — are extremely

important to the participating firms.

The process forms an integral part of

the overall survey. Responses to

certain questions help determine the

Pe o p le’s Choice winner, while other

responses feed into the judging

process for many of the other awards.

The questions that feed directly into

the rankings for this award relate to

the following:

● Quality of service and advice;

● Likelihood of recommending the

firm;

● Perceptions of value for money;

● Extent to which advice meets

individual needs; and

● Scope to improve offerings.

Clients add comments about

aspects not covered by our multiple-

c ho ice questions. Here we receive

some valuable insights that are used

to inform the judging process.

Centric Wealth Advisory wins this

year’s People’s Choice for Wealth

Managers award, an impressive

achievement considering it is a young,

small firm — it has been operating for

only four years. This is also its first

year of participating in the survey.

Clearly its client base is well

looked after, but the firm goes further

than that, priding itself on advocating

for clients. “We are exceptionally vocal

about issues in the industry which do

not provide clients with optimal

o u t co me s ,” says co-founder Charles

McAl l i s t e r .

Private Client Holdings takes

second place, followed by last year’s

winner, Gradidge-Ma hu r a

Inv e s t me nt s .

Investec Private Bank again takes

the People’s Choice award for Top

Private Bank. The firm always

generates exceptionally high client

r at i ng s .

Standard Bank Private Bank shoots

up from fifth last year to take second

place, and RMB Private Bank comes in

third.

Centric Wealth Advisory 1  9.41 

Private Client Holdings 2  9.38 

Gradidge-Mahura Investments 3  9.25 

Brenthurst Wealth Management 4  9.13 

Sasfin Wealth 5  8.90 

NFB Private Wealth Management 6  8.88 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

PEOPLE’S CHOICE: WEALTH MANAGER

Rank 

Investec Private Bank 1  7.86 

Standard Bank Private Bank 2  7.33 

RMB Private Bank 3  7.07 

Nedbank Wealth Management SA 4  6.97 

FNB Private Wealth 5  6.68 

Absa Private Bank 6  6.32 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

PEOPLE’S CHOICE: PRIVATE BANKING

Rank 

All those who completed the
online client questionnaire for

the People’s Choice awards
are entered into a random

draw to win R10,000 in cash
to be deposited into their

private bank or wealth
management account.

CONGRATULATIONS to our
R10,000 cash winner: G e o rge
Hattingh from Pretoria East, a

client of Absa Private Bank.
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Winners per archetype

Standard Bank Wealth and Investment 1                  7.27 

Gradidge-Mahura Investments                  2 7.25 

Private Client Holdings                  3 7.02 

Centric Wealth Advisory                  4 6.89 

PSG Wealth                  5 6.64 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEUR

Rank 

A person involved in one or more successful business ventures who needs 

a range of services related to investments and business-related services.

Private Client Holdings             1 7.02 

Gradidge-Mahura Investments             2 6.95 

Centric Wealth Advisory             3 6.89 

Standard Bank Wealth and Investment             4 6.73 

PSG Wealth             5 6.64 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL

Rank 

Typically starting a career with a long-term investment horizon.

Stonehage Fleming 1                    9.3 

Mosaic Family Office 2                    9.1 

PSG Wealth 3                    9.0 

Nedbank Wealth Management SA 4                    8.9 

Sasfin Wealth 5                    8.7 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

INTERNATIONALLY WEALTHY FAMILY

Rank 

Immensely wealthy families usually with complex business interests 

requiring a full family office with international services.

Standard Bank Wealth and Investment 1                 7.60 

Gradidge-Mahura Investments 2                 7.35 

RMB Private Bank 3                 6.77 

Brenthurst Wealth Management 4                 6.68 

PSG Wealth 5                 6.58 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

WEALTHY EXECUTIVE

Rank 

A successful career executive often with complicated investment needs 

requiring financial engineering skills as well as investment advice.

Centric Wealth Advisory                                  1 6.89 

Gradidge-Mahura Investments                                  2 6.70 

Private Client Holdings                                  3 6.59 

NFB Private Wealth Management                                  4 6.55 

Brenthurst Wealth Management                                  5 6.47 

Institution 

Weighted 
score

(out of 10)

LUMP-SUM INVESTOR

Rank 

This archetype is typically a retiree or person who has received 

a large amount of capital to invest.

WE PRESENT FIVE CLIENT

A RC H E T Y P E S to wealth

managers and assess how they

cater to each. The archetypes

cover the spectrum of client

market segments and many

wealth managers use them in

their own market segmentation

of clients.

Winners for the first four

archetypes are determined

through two processes. First, in

the client survey, certain

questions are designed to elicit

specific information about their

service provider’s capabilities in

each archetype. Second, we ask

the firms themselves to rank their

peers in each archetype. The

two sets of rankings feed into the

final score.

For the internationally wealthy

family, the rankings are based

solely on judges’ scores for the

f i r m s’ responses to a case study.

Picture: 123RF — ST R E LO K



YOUR KNOWLEDGE. 
OUR EXPERIENCE. 

THAT’S HOW YOU                             
DO WEALTH. 

Standard Bank is an authorised financial services and registered credit provider (NCRCP15).
The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (Reg. No. 1962/000738/06).

Visit wealthandinvestment.standardbank.com 

and partner with Africa’s leading wealth manager.
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O ve ra l l

A core strength of Absa Wealth Management is the suite of

offerings that complement its wealth advisory services and wealth

banking for individuals, families and businesses.

The wealth management offering is provided to high and ultra-

high net worth and family office clients in collaboration with

wealth managers and financial advisers. It uses a combination of

in-house developed best-of-breed products and open architecture

solutions to provide holistic bespoke advice.

Its portfolio management and stockbroking services are

competitive and comprehensive, with clients able to trade on 27

international exchanges. It offers access to exchange traded funds

listed in US markets, an extremely useful facility for investors

looking to invest in the world’s largest tech companies or n ic he

areas of the US market, such as health care or u t i l it ie s .

The group also offers structured investment and hedging

strategies; a forex service with 34 currency pairs and exchange

control applications; succession planning; and philanthropy.

Wealth managers are supported by teams of specialists who

work collaboratively with appointed auditors and tax practitioners

to jointly formulate client-appropriate investment strategies.

On the IT front the bank has been busy, designing virtual

channels to serve clients and accelerating implementation of a

system that will employ robotics to serve simpler queries and

have a continuous feedback loop to improve offerings and service

to clients.

ABSA WEALTH &
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 5. 4 0

Young professional 5 .03

Successful entrepreneur 5 .03

Wealthy executive 5. 20

Internationally wealthy family 8.40

BRENTHURST
WEALTH MANAGEMENT

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 6. 47

Young professional 6. 47

Successful entrepreneur 6. 47

Wealthy executive 6.6 8

Internationally wealthy family -

O ve ra l l

Carrick Wealth caters to all market segments with the bulk of

clients in the wealthy executive and lump-sum archetypes. Its

portfolio consists of long-term insurance, retail pension benefits

and participatory interests in collective investment schemes.

In response to client demand during Covid, the firm has

strengthened its property, fiduciary and philanthropy divisions and

also strategically invested in technology to continue seamless

operations and communications.

It enhanced its concierge client portal, a cloud-based system, to

incorporate various advanced features including the integration of

data in one place and a secure vault with encryption for document

storage so that paperwork like wills, personal assets and

valuations are stored safely. This investment in digital technology

has ensured that advisers and clients are able to see portfolios and

are on the same page even when the consultation is conducted

r e mo t e ly .

CARRICK WEALTH

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 5. 56

Young professional 5. 29

Successful entrepreneur 5. 29

Wealthy executive 5. 89

Internationally wealthy family 7. 5 0

O ve ra l l

An emphasis on client support combined with a strong media

presence have served this firm well. It has expanded over the past

few years within SA and to Mauritius, where it offers services that

include establishing and administering offshore companies and

trusts, international property services and tax advisory.

Brenthurst Wealth Management adapts to meet the personal

financial needs of clients and educate them about ever-changing

global market conditions.

Responding to the heightened need for information since the

outbreak of Covid, Brenthurst took to hosting regular webinars,

inviting guest speakers who are leaders in the financial industry to

present on a wide range of topics to their clients. It also amplified

the presence of its financial advisers on social and traditional

media platforms.

As part of Brenthurst’s undertaking to offer clients global

financial planning across geographies and currencies, it partners

with global financial services providers.

It also offers a personal share portfolio solution alongside online

share trading.

How they fare
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O ve ra l l

Centric Wealth Advisory wins this year’s People’s Choice for

Wealth Managers award and is the top-ranked firm in the lump-

sum investor category. This is an incredible a c h iev e me nt

considering it is a young, small firm and this is the first year it is

participating in this survey.

Centric is a bespoke lifestyle financial planning advisory firm

that specialises in multijurisdiction wealth management. The bulk

of clients are in the lump sum, young professional and successful

entrepreneur archetypes.

Though it’s been operating for only four years, its executives

bring a wealth of industry experience and the firm has positioned

itself at the hub of a network of providers that offer local and

offshore trustee, fiduciary and investment management services.

CENTRIC WEALTH ADVISORY

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 6. 89

Young professional 6. 89

Successful entrepreneur 6. 89

Wealthy executive 6. 4 0

Internationally wealthy family -

O ve ra l l

RMB and FNB present a powerful offering to wealth and private

banking clients across all archetypes.

The group strives to be at the cutting edge of technological

innovation and has increased its investments in technology and

data platforms to improve the client experience during the

pandemic and to enhance security. Here it has also paid attention

to financial fraud, offering insights into the latest modus operandi

of fraudsters and guidance on what recourses are available should

clients suspect their accounts have been compromised.

The bank has harnessed machine learning and AI to proactively

identify and block fraudulent transactions.

The group has designed a private banking offering for spouses

or life partners of private banking clients, where they enjoy the

same private banking experience at a reduced fee. Its FNBy

account for children of private banking clients enables them to

FNB PRIVATE WEALTH &
RMB PRIVATE BANK

A rc h e t y p e
S co re
FNB

(out of 10)
RMB

Lump-sum investor 5 .70 5.6 5

Young professional 6 .16 5. 59

Successful entrepreneur 5. 8 0 5. 21

Wealthy executive 6. 41 6.7 7

Internationally wealthy family 7. 5 0 7. 5 0

O ve ra l l

Founded in 2008, Gradidge-Mahura Investments is highly

competitive in the wealth space with a strong record in the years

that it has participated in this survey.

In a reflection of its all-round strength, this year it ranks second

in every archetype except internationally wealthy family, a

s e g me nt it does not operate in.

The firm offers the full range of financial planning services and

prides itself on promoting transformation. While it has widened its

initial focus of servicing the black middle class, it remains

committed to creating a model of black excellence in the advice

industry and attracting highly skilled black advisers to the market.

It strives to achieve this through its continued investment in young

black professional graduates. In terms of its fee structure, it

believes it is contributing to the professionalisation of the market

“by creating a template for other advisers who wish to join the

industry without having to resort to sales-based tactics to survive

and grow”.

The firm does not charge upfront fees for retirement annuities

and endowment investments, which it says has cost it significant

revenue “but has stood us well during Covid. We can cancel

c l ie nt s ’ recurring investments knowing that they will not incur

penalties and we are not incurring commission clawbacks.”

GRADRIDGE-MAHURA
INVESTMENTS

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 6 .70

Young professional 6.9 5

Successful entrepreneur 7. 25

Wealthy executive 7. 35

Internationally wealthy family -

gain confidence in dealing with money, while teaching them

financial responsibility — with no monthly fees.

MOSAIC FAMILY OFFICE

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor -

Young professional -

Successful entrepreneur -

Wealthy executive -

Internationally wealthy family 9.1 0

O ve ra l l

An impressive debut in our survey this year from this family office

specialist firm, scooping second place in the internationally

wealthy family category. Mosaic competes only in this category, a
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Nedbank is a formidable presence in the SA wealth market with a
history of nearly 200 years of servicing clients. It caters well to all
archetypes and clients have direct access to local and international
technical specialists who offer tailored expertise in wealth advisory.

The firm’s strategy is “connected wealth”, which it says
encapsulates the integrated nature of how we all make financial
decisions. “They are never made in isolation and are the outcome
of how we see life, our experiences and our relationship with
money, and the consequences of previous choices.”

The connectivity theme extends into technology and Nedbank
has invested in digital capabilities that it says integrate and enable
the concept of connected wealth from a wealth advisory and
business efficiency perspective. Its integrated platforms provide
the benefits of local investment integration and consolidation,
efficiency, ease of access and a connected view of banking and
investing internationally.

NEDBANK WEALTH
MANAGEMENT SA

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 5 .70

Young professional 6.0 6

Successful entrepreneur 6 .14

Wealthy executive 5 .75

Internationally wealthy family 8 .9 0

O ve ra l l

NFB Private Wealth Management has been providing clients with
independent financial advice and a broad suite of products since
1985. It prides itself on simplifying the complexity of wealth
management for clients.

The firm’s constant investment in digital-based tools focused on
client communication and engagement strategy served it well
during the lockdown — which in turn spurred an acceleration in
technological enhancements — so business processes were not
unduly disrupted. Despite the challenges posed by Covid, t he
organisation grew its client and asset base; total assets under
management are at R14.5bn, compared with R13bn a year ago.

NFB is also about to go live with its new online client portal
which is designed to facilitate compliance and antifraud
procedures. It will plug into home affairs, banks, the SA Revenue
Service and international crime databases, reducing the need for
paper-based processes.

The firm is proud of its staff employment record, with most of
its advisory team being home-grown. The administrative team has
an average of 13 years’ service. This translates into strong service
and relationships with clients. NFB also supports the Association
for Investment SA’s future independent financial adviser
programme, and graduates from three and four years ago are now
moving into adviser and client-facing roles.

NFB PRIVATE WEALTH
MANAGEMENT

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 6. 5 5

Young professional 6. 4 3

Successful entrepreneur 6. 27

Wealthy executive 5. 8 8

Internationally wealthy family -

PRIVATE CLIENT HOLDINGS

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 6. 59

Young professional 7.0 2

Successful entrepreneur 7.0 2

Wealthy executive 6. 4 0

Internationally wealthy family 8 .6 0

O ve ra l l

With a stellar performance in this year’s survey, Private Client
Holdings (PCH) takes the coveted award for Top Wealth Manager
of the Year: Boutiques. It is also rated the best wealth manager for
young professionals.

The firm came second in the wealth manager for boutiques
award in 2019 but did not participate in last year’s survey. This
year it also takes second place in the People’s Choice award for
boutiques. Clearly the firm is succeeding with its focus on
“nurturing wealth” for clients — all the awards are highly
influenced by client ratings.

Director Andrew Ratcliffe says client relationships are based on
trust, mutual respect, expert knowledge and a genuine interest in
their wellbeing. “It ’s a successful working philosophy.”

Catering for all archetypes, PCH offers a comprehensive range
of services and expertise through six divisions: wealth
management, portfolio management, financial services, fiduciary
services, cash management and risk management.

Through its earlier investments in technology, it was able to
respond swiftly to disruptions caused by the pandemic, ensuring
that clients remained connected and informed. PCH has also

segment in which, over the 10 years of running this survey,
Intellidex has been extremely impressed with the quality of the
family office offerings of participating firms.

It ’s far smaller than its competitors in this segment, so Mosaic’s
strategy is a special focus on structured products (capital
protection, yield enhancement, participation and leverage
products) to help navigate the complex financial challenges that
internationally wealthy families must navigate.

The firm sees its role as corporatising wealth into local and
global inheritance structures and the ongoing administration of
these structures in a safe and tax-efficient manner, to allow for the
growth and multigenerational transfer of wealth.
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PSG WEALTH

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 6. 41

Young professional 6 .64

Successful entrepreneur 6 .64

Wealthy executive 6. 58

Internationally wealthy family 9.0 0

O ve ra l l

PSG Wealth is the Top Wealth Manager of the Year: Large
Institutions — an achievement that stands out because it is the only
“no n b a n k ” company that competes in this category.

Still, PSG is a formidable player in the financial services space,
and the wealth unit, which caters to all client segments, uses the
company-wide resources well, with an internal referral system
between specialist fields. “We are witnessing many positive results
from the previous year’s renewed focus on referrals between our
wealth advisers, fiduciary advisers, stockbrokers and short-term
insurance advisers, making sure that every client has access to a
full range of specialists to construct a holistic personalised financial
p l a n ,” says Dan Hugo, CEO: distribution.

In response to the chaos caused by Covid, PSG rolled out a
webinar series for clients incorporating industry experts and PSG
executives to address burning issues.

The firm engages with “b e s t - o f- br e e d ” local and international
partners and thought leaders to ensure “continuous evolution in
the area of financial advice” and to stay ahead of evolving client
ne e d s .

SASFIN WEALTH

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 6. 34

Young professional 5. 5 5

Successful entrepreneur 5. 5 5

Wealthy executive 8 .70

Internationally wealthy family 8 .70

O ve ra l l

Sasfin Wealth caters to the full spectrum of client archetypes and
through subsidiaries also offers stockbroking and asset
management services, complemented by Sasfin Bank, w h ic h
focuses on entrepreneurs.

Listed in 1987 through Sasfin Holdings, it works hard to keep
evolving to meet the rapid changes of clients and regulators. Apart
from additions to local and offshore model portfolios and pooled

focused on growing its information systems team to drive
innovation through technology.

STANDARD BANK WEALTH &
INVESTMENT

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor 6. 42

Young professional 6.7 3

Successful entrepreneur 7. 27

Wealthy executive 7.6 0

Internationally wealthy family 8.40

O ve ra l l

Standard Bank Wealth & Investment (W&I) is the top wealth
manager for successful entrepreneurs and wealthy executives. The
group presents a powerful Africa-wide offering that has seen it
win the overall wealth management award multiple times over the
years; this year it finishes second in both the top wealth manager
and top private bank categories.

At the core of its approach is its “wealth quotient” p r o p o s it io n ,
designed to identify unique client requirements that cater for every
stage of life for all members of the family, from cradle to grave.
This ensures that children as young as 10 foster a strong
relationship with money and learn how to grow wealth.

That is complemented by its “c h a l le nge r ” sales philosophy to

solutions, Sasfin has introduced an international private market
offering that provides clients with access to alternative assets
traditionally considered ex c lu s iv e due to high investment
m i n i mu m s .

It is also building an impact investing boutique business, where
achieving social outcomes is at the forefront of i nv e s t me nt
objectives. With an impact fund manager, it is developing an
impact fund that targets the development, structuring and
management of innovative impact solutions across the Southern
African Development Community. The focus, says Johan Gouws,
who heads up Sasfin’s wealth advisory, will be on investments in
economically sustainable businesses that are simultaneously
driving inclusive growth.

On the technology front, a new artificial intelligence solution is
being rolled out and the firm believes its “seamless integration” of
innovation, technology and multiregional competencies helped it
respond nimbly to the disruptions caused by Covid, enabling 7%
revenue growth in the past year.

At the core of its approach is its ‘wea l t h
quotient’ proposition, designed to identify
unique client requirements that cater for
every stage of life for all members of the
fa m i l y, from cradle to grave

“



South Africa’s Award Winning FPI Approved 

Professional Practice™
This accreditation is awarded to Financial Planning Practices that meet the requirements set by the Financial Planning Institute of 

Southern Africa and gives clients peace of mind that they are dealing with a professional practice that is adhering to the highest 

financial planning standards.

In 2018, at the Top Private Banks and Wealth Manager Awards run by Intellidex and the Financial Mail Investor’s Monthly, 

Gradidge-Mahura Investments (GMI) won the coveted Overall Top Wealth Manager Award, the Top Wealth Management firm for 
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 www.gminvestments.co.za

Individuals

We offer a full financial planning service, which entails 

conducting a financial needs analysis and developing 

a bespoke financial plan. This includes Estate 

Planning, Investment Planning, Retirement Planning 

and Risk Planning (Life, Dread Disease, Disability, 

Medical Aid and *Short-term Insurance).

Corporates

We set up Employee Benefit Schemes which 

include Group Umbrella Pension/Provident Funds, 

Retirement Annuities, Life Cover, Medical Aid and 

Disability Cover. We also provide analysis and advice 

in Business Assurance, *Short-Term Insurance, Cash 

Management, Investments, Pension Fund Member 

Engagement, Retirement Benefit Counselling and 

Financial Education.

Clients benefit from our BBBEE level 2 rating.

Johannesburg 28 Fricker Road, Illovo 

T 010 448 2200 F 086 212 6459 E info@gminvestments.co.za

Cape Town G4, The Courtyard Office Park, Esplanade Road, 

Century City, Cape Town

INDEPENDENT • PROFESSIONAL • CONFIDENTIAL

Top Private Banks & Wealth Managers Survey:  
• Top Wealth Manager: 2018

• People’s Choice as Top Wealth Manager: 2017, 2018 & 2020

• Top Wealth Manager for Lump-sum Investors: 2018

• Top Wealth Manager for Young Professionals: 2018  
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STONEHAGE FLEMING

A rc h e t y p e S co re (out of 10)

Lump-sum investor -

Young professional -

Successful entrepreneur -

Wealthy executive -

Internationally wealthy family 9. 30

O ve ra l l

Stonehage Fleming is the Top Wealth Manager for Internationally

Wealthy Families. This year the award was judged solely on

responses to a case study presented to the firms that participate in

this highly competitive segment of the market. Stonehage’s

submission stood out for the extent of its expertise, globally and

locally, in each area raised in the case study, enabling a

comprehensive response to every issue.

Its expertise extends beyond its impressive family office

offering — the firm caters to all archetypes, but because its clients

do n ’t participate in the online survey, it was precluded from

competing in the overall wealth award or in the other archetypes.

Recognising the growing importance of sustainable investing,

Stonehage launched a Global Sustainable Equity Fund in

November 2020, replicating the equity component of the

Stonehage Fleming Global Sustainable Investment Portfolios. It is

also “blending ” structural growth themes such as sustainability,

health-care technology and China’s economic growth into

conventional investment management.

provide clients with solutions that are unique to their immediate

personal and family wealth needs.

Through this, relationship and wealth managers become a

platform to clients, reaching far beyond banking, investment and

lending offerings.

As wide-ranging and comprehensive as Standard Bank W&I’s

wealth offering is, what has impressed us over the years is it s

attention to detail to each element, while also bringing in emotional

and psychological guidance.

It always strives to find out what matters most to clients “by

understanding the dreams, goals and wealth ambitions they have

for themselves and their families”.

This year the award was judged solely on
responses to a case study

“
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Changes that do damage
We need to know the
financial implications

of firms’ climate -
related issues, writes

Cuma Dube

T
he tone from the G7
Summit in Cornwall,
UK, this month sug-
gests we should

expect an emphasis on accel-
erating the global transition
toward decarbonisation and
increased pressure on financial
markets to improve climate-
related financial disclosures.

The G7 presidency, held by
the UK, has made climate
change one of its priorities and
announced an agreement to
mandate climate reporting in
line with the recommendations
of the Task Force on Climate-
related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD). It will now aim for an
international agreement among
the G20 countries in time for
COP26 in November.

Climate-related financial
disclosures have come into
focus because they seek to
provide insight into how
organisations identify, evaluate
and manage climate-related
risks and opportunities. Cli-
mate change has implications
for an organisation’s business,
strategy and financial planning
based on the actual and poten-
tial climate-related risks and
o p p o r t u n it ie s .

For the investor, climate-
related financial disclosures
support informed investment
decision-making and engage-
ment with companies on the
resilience of their strategies
and capital spending to the
transition to a lower-carbon
economy. Climate risk is
investment risk, and compa-
nies should disclose how their

businesses will be compatible
with a lower-carbon economy.

The TCFD was established
in 2015 by the Financial Stabil-
ity Board to develop a frame-
work for the consistent disclo-
sure of climate-related financial
risk disclosures. The TCFD
recommends four overarching
thematic areas that represent
the core elements of how com-
panies do business: gover -
nance, strategy, risk manage-
ment and metrics and targets.

Climate-related disclosures
ne e d n ’t necessarily be com -
piled separately.

They can be included in the
integrated annual report but a
scenario analysis (of ho w
strategies might change to
address potential climate-relat-
ed risks and opportunities) for
a 1.5°C and a 2°C scenario
(these relate to temperature
growth above pre-industrial
levels) is included.

Global corporate climate
d i s c lo s u r e s at present fall short
of what is needed to mitigate
the impacts of climate change
and associated financial risks.
All the while, investors are
becoming increasingly aware
of the potential financial risk
that climate change poses. In
the Netherlands, Shell was
ordered by a civil court to cut

its CO2 emissions by 45% by
2030 compared to 2019 levels.

Tighter regulations aimed at
addressing climate change
threaten at least half of the val-
ue of coal, oilfield, and gas
reserves. Total wrote off $7bn
of its Canadian oil sands assets
in July of 2019.

The transition to a low-car-
bon economy, and limiting
global warming to under 2°C of
pre-industrial levels, could
mean leaving about 80% of
known coal reserves, 33% of
oil reserves and nearly half of
all gas reserves in the ground,
putting $4-trillion in equity and
$1.27-trillion in debt at risk
from the transition and physical
impacts of climate change. To
put this into perspective, it took
only $250bn in losses to cause
the 2008/2009 financial crisis.

Physical risks can be event-
driven (acute) or result from
longer-term changes (chronic)
in climate patterns.

These shifts in climate pat-
terns may, and are resulting in,
direct damage to assets or indi-
rect impacts from supply chain
d i s r u p t io n s .

In the agricultural sector,
water quality and availability
affected by climate change
have profound implications,
with reductions estimated

between 15% and 50% in agri-
cultural productivity in South -
ern Africa, according to a study
led by Charles Nhemachena
and a long list of people with
all sorts of designations before
and after their names.

Hoteliers must contend with
extreme weather events that
cause damage to assets and
business interruption, fo r
example changing weather
patterns, which often result in
higher operational costs.

This means hotel groups
need to be smarter about
which regions they are invest-
ing in and about their exposure
to the physical risks of climate
change in their growth strate-
gies. Investors need to see that
companies have reviewed their
p o r t fo l io s and have considered
where and when to invest or
disinvest to limit their exposure
to the physical risks of climate
c h a nge .

But perhaps the most
exposed industry to such risks
is the insurance industry
because it would probably have
to pay for much of these
i mp a c t s .

Incomplete information
about risks leads to the mis-
pricing of assets and the mis-
allocation of capital and threat-
ens the stability of the financial
markets. We need to know the
financial implications of cli-
mate-related issues to any
o r g a n i s at io n ’s business, particu-
larly how climate-related issues
inform investment, lending a nd
insurance underwriting deci-
sions, both over the medium
and long term.

It ’s important for our shared
future and — I can’t stress this
enough — for our money. ●

Dube is Sustainability Consul-

tant & ESG Analyst at The ESG

Gu y

Picture: 123RF — A L P H AS P I R I T
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Investing in a safe bet
Cybercrime is

another risk investors
should think about,
writes Angelique

A rd é

A
cyberattack is every
i nv e s t o r ’s worst
nightmare. The
attack is personal yet

your attacker is anonymous.
You rarely know how the
breach occurred or how much
of your personal information
your attacker has. When you
suffer a financial loss, you are
likely to be held liable for it.

Experts says that most
cyberattacks rely on some
form of social engineering. This
is why your antivirus software
alone is not adequate protec-
tion against cybercriminals.

Hennie Ferreira, CEO of
cybersecurity company
Cybadev, says social engineer-
ing was used in the deploy-
ment of one of the worst virus-
es yet created. Stuxnet, which
is believed to have been cre-
ated by the US and Israel to
attack a nuclear processing
facility in Iran, made its way
onto the computers of its
targets via unbranded USB
sticks left lying around at he
site of the attack.

“People inserted them into
their devices to check what
was on them or to get the
sticks back to the owners. The
virus spread from there.

“Unfortunately, there is no
antivirus software that can pre-
vent someone from sticking a
USB drive into their computer,
or one that can keep you from
clicking on the wrong link [and
unwittingly installing a virus].
It ’s not possible to stop these
threats in any way other than

by making people aware.
“Major attacks originate in

social engineering,” he says.
Jason Jordaan, a forensic

analyst and MD of DFIR-
LABS.com, says social
engineering is “still the most
common attack vector”.

He says that while people
have wised up to the risks
associated with downloading
files or opening attachments
from unknown sources, some
ransomware groups still send
attachments in the form of PDF
do c u me nt s .

“Many organisations that get
hit have very decent security.
But a lot of this comes down to
user behaviour.”

In May, the Small Business
Development Agency fell vic-
tim to a ransomware attack. It
did not respond to questions
relating to the number of data
subjects exposed as a result of
the breach, or whether d at a
subjects and the information
regulator had been notified.

Globally, ransomware
attacks last year increased by
485% compared to the previ-

ous year, according to Bitde-
fe nde r ’s “2020 Consumer
Threat Landscape Report”.

Jordaan says ransomware
attacks have evolved over the
past 18 months to include an
element of extortion.

“They not only get into your
system, but also copy data off
your system and then encrypt
it. If you don’t pay the ransom,
they threaten to release it in the
public domain, taking things to
the level of extortion. I’ve
investigated a couple such
c a s e s ,” he says.

Security is not a product or

a service, Jordaan says. “It ’s a
capability — something you
have to constantly be working
on to keep abreast of the risks.”

Ferreira says individuals and
small enterprises tend to have
weak cybersecurity compared
to big corporates, which have
the budget to cover their
cyber-risks. This makes indi-
viduals and small businesses
soft targets. Small businesses
are particularly “j u icy ” t a r get s ,
he says, because they have
more data than individuals.

Furthermore, he says, enter-
prise-grade antivirus software
on the market is aimed at
corporates and is therefore
unaffordable for individuals and
small businesses.

Cybadev aims to fill this gap
in the market. The company,
which was launched earlier
this year, offers “next-genera -
t io n ” antivirus software, a vir-
tual private network a nd
monthly training for R195 per
month per user.

Ferreira says traditional
antivirus software is “very inef-
fe c t iv e” in warding off the most
co m mo n at t a c k s .

He says next-generation
antivirus software is a step up
from traditional antivirus soft-
ware, which relies on “signa -
ture detection”.

Signature detection takes a
file and runs it through an algo-
rithm and makes a fingerprint
of the file, which produces a
unique signature of the file. Sig-
natures are then stored in a
database of known threats. As
a file comes on to your com-
puter, it is run through the
same algorithm and database to
see if it’s a virus or not. If it’s a
virus it will be quarantined or
deleted, he says.

“This used to be effective
when there were not as many
threats around, but now there

Picture: 123RF — OLEKSII LISHCHYSHYN

M a ny
organisations that
get hit have very
decent security.
But a lot of this
comes down to
user behaviour

“
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are billions of active threats —

about 300-million new threats

are found every day. That

becomes a problem for

antivirus software, because

these databases become so big

that they are not feasible. That’s

why one of the biggest com-

plaints with antivirus software

is that the moment you install it

on your computer, it slows

right down. It has to hash all

the files and compare all the

signatures in insanely large

databases to figure out whether

they are viruses or not.”

Ferreira says there have

been some improvements in

the way databases are struc-

tured, “but it’s not sustainable

to solve malware”.

“The other problem is you

assume the threat on your

computer has already been

discovered. But if it hasn’t been

detected and placed on the

database as a known virus,

then your database is useless.

“To make it even more

complicated, if you take a

normal computer virus and go

into the code of that virus, and

add one space or one charac-

ter, it completely changes the

signature. So you can bypass

signature detection very easily,”

he says.

Next-generation antivirus

software relies on behavioural

heuristics — the behaviour of

programs — to detect viruses,

and is “m a n a ge d ”, Ferreira says.

This means it’s not a product

that is merely bought and

installed. “Someone has to sit in

a data centre and use their

expertise to discern when a

threat is legitimate and when

it ’s not.

“If it’s not properly managed

it will constrain your computer.

Over time, the artificial intelli-

gence and algorithms will get

s m a r t e r .”

Ferreira says companies

that build next-generation soft-

ware don’t manage it them-

selves. They sell it to large

companies with their own

teams of cybersecurity experts,

who manage it internally.

“What we have done is set

up our own security to manage

on behalf of small businesses

and individuals. I think that’s a

first in SA. I don’t know of any

other players that offer real

next-generation antivirus soft-

ware to individuals and small

bu s i ne s s e s .”

But no matter how good

your antivirus software is, it

alone covers very few of the

threats out there, he says. What

users need is ongoing aware-

ness training.

The training that Cybadev

provides to its customers is

only 10 minutes a month, com-

prising a short video covering a

particular threat, such as how

to identify a phishing e-mail or

how to secure your phone. It’s

followed by a quiz to test the

p a r t ic ip a nt ’s comprehension

and the business owner sees

who in their organisation did

the training.

Jordaan agrees that more

education and training of users

are desperately needed. We all

use phones and computers,

which have become critical to

our lives, yet we have not been

taught how to keep them

secure, he says.

“We ’ve been trained to

understand and appreciate risk

in the physical world, but

w e’ve never received that

training to appreciate risk in

the virtual world. So people

do n ’t understand why they

mu s t n ’t reuse their password,

for example.”

He concedes it’s not always

easy to discern a safe site from

a dodgy one. Some providers

have tried to address this, he

says. When you go to a web-

site, some antivirus products

scan the site before it loads,

because websites are a known

attack vector.

But Jordaan challenges the

inference by Ferreira that all

traditional antivirus software is

r e du nd a nt .

Most products do the job, he

says. Software does sometimes

fail — either the threats have

evolved beyond the capability

of the software or the software

has vulnerabilities. But it’s also

true that people buy antivirus

products and then fail to do

regular updates.

He also points out that not

all antivirus software is

viciously expensive. There are

open-source products such as

Security Onion which are free

and “pretty damn decent”, he

s ay s .

Jordaan says that no vendor

will tell you this, but if you’re

running Microsoft Windows as

your operating system, one of

the best antivirus products on

the market at the moment is

Microsoft Defender.

“You don’t pay for it when

it ’s part of your operating

system. That platform has all

the resources of the Microsoft

Corporation behind it. It’s not

perfect, because there’s no

such thing.”

On the subject of a managed

solution, Jordaan says managed

security service providers are a

prominent development in the

i ndu s t r y .

“Think of it as armed

response for your house — you

need some kind of security

professional that’s available

24/7 to monitor everything.

“When we refer to managed

services, there are many levels.

There are managed services

where it’s not actually live-

managed. You might get a log

file once a day or once a week.

Yo u ’ve got to look at who is

doing the analysis. Then you go

right the way through to secu-

rity operations centres … w he r e

you have teams of trained ana-

lysts doing this kind of work.

But that service isn’t cheap.

“I can’t get 24-hour armed

response for my house for

R195 a month.”

Antivirus software is like a

condom, Jordaan says. It’s not

100% effective, but it’s better

than no t h i ng .

“There are different types

and a lot of the time it comes

down to how you set it up.

Security is only as good as

your constant vigilance.”

Mark Heyink, an attorney

who specialises in laws gov-

erning information security,

says good cybersecurity is

about technology, process and

people. “Technology is your

software and systems; docu-

mented process establishes the

rules of ‘how to use’ technol -

ogy, and must be used to

ensure people do the right

things. While all are important,

unless people know what their

responsibilities are, the security

is significantly weakened.” ●Picture: 123RF — JAN MIKŠ
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by Covid, you get a sense of
just how well the business did
during the current period.

While many businesses
have been merely trying to
survive, let alone achieve any
revenue growth during the
pandemic, Pepkor was able to
grow revenue by 8.1% to
R36.5bn for the period. IM
needs to point out that revenue
would have been up 9.9% if
you adjusted for the impact of
curtailed credit granting. The
group opened 108 new stores
across its various brands dur-
ing the period.

This growth comes despite
co n s u me r s ’ wallets being
under pressure. Cash sales
grew 10.7% (likely boosted by
social grants), while credit sales
were down about 3.8%.

According to data provided
in its recent results presenta-
tion, Pepkor has consistently
grown its market share in the
clothing, footwear and home-
ware sector since 2017. It is
now 16.2% larger than it was in
2017, while the market has
shrunk by about 3.1% in that
time. In effect this means Pep-
kor has actively taken market
share from its competitors.

Operating profit of R4.59bn
was an 18.5% increase over the
comparable period and was
achieved due to effective cost
control and a reduction in
debtor costs during the period.
Operating profit expanded
across all of the group’s
d iv i s io n s .

Despite the strong cash gen-
erated and the reduction of
debt, no dividend was declared
for the interim period on the
back of management’s strategy
to strengthen the balance sheet.
Dividends are expected to
resume at the end of the cur-
rent financial year.

The sale of the building
materials division (which is
treated as a discontinued oper-
ation in its financials) for just
over R1bn to Cashbuild, which
would have gone to further
reducing Pepkor’s debt, has hit
a snag — the Competition Com-
mission recently recommended
that the transaction be prohib-
ited. It is now up to both parties
to put up convincing argu-
ments to get the Competition
Commission to change this
recommendation and rule in
favour of the deal.

After the strong run in the
share price since August last
year, there might be a temp-
tation to bank some of those
gains. Though there may be
some headwinds, such as a
reduction in the government’s
social grants programme, man-
agement highlighted in t he
results presentation that like-
for-like sales across the group’s
brands for April and May this
year were comfortably outper-
forming the same periods of
2019 (2019 levels are used to
illustrate pre-Covid conditions).
This is happening as Pepkor
continues to benefit from con-
sumer trends such as shopping

closer to home, and a more
value-orientated casualwear
fo c u s .

With the current reported
interim headline earnings
already exceeding what the
group achieved at the bottom
line for the full 2020 financial
year, management now
believes that group headline
earnings could exceed what it
achieved in 2019.

Headline earnings will
receive the additional benefit of
a lower interest charge due to
curtailed debt levels, as well as
savings on rental expenses due
to the group acquiring some
properties it currently leases
from Steinhoff.

On this short-term view, the
current earnings multiple will
therefore unwind into the
upper teens — meaning that
though at the current share
price the counter is not the
proverbial “dripping roast”,
Pepkor is a comfortable HOLD
in IM’s opinion, due to its qual-
ity cash-generating abilities and
focused strategy on strength-
ening the balance sheet. ●
Shawn Stockigt

The writer holds shares in Pepkor

Holdings

iM analysis

Pep ko r

Hold on to quality and
a strong balance sheet

S
ometimes in investing
you just get lucky! (Or,
the more lessons you’ve

learnt in the market, the luckier
you get.)

Last August IM wrote a
piece on Pepkor after the share
price had fallen about 42%; we
co nc lu de d that “buying good-
quality counters at knock-
down prices, providing that
structural issues within the
business haven’t caused the fall
in share price, has proved to be
a rewarding investment strate-
gy. Pepkor’s sound business
model should ensure that it not
only survives the current crisis
but gains market share in the
medium term.”

Well, the share price has
rewarded investors by doubling
since then.

The recent set of results for
the interim period ended
March 31 2021 justifies the
share price performance, with
strong headline earnings of
68.8c a share from continuing
operations (growth of about
50.6%) and a sound balance
sheet with improved cash flow,
which helped reduce net debt
by R8bn to R6.1bn. This reduc-
tion in debt will lessen financial
risk, and the fall in the finance
charge will also help boost
e a r n i ng s .

For the record, the interest
component of the company’s
net finance charge fell about
53% to R326m compared to the
first-half 2020 results. Pepkor’s
net debt/ebitda (earnings
before interest, tax, deprecia-
tion and amortisation) and
interest coverage ratios are
well within the funding
co v e n a nt s .

When you consider that the
comparable period (for the
interim results ended March
2020) was largely unaffected

Buy ➨Sell

➨

High ➨Lo w

➨

R EC O M M E N DAT I O N

RISK

▲▲

▲▲

PEPKOR HOLDINGS

Hold

Medium

It is a fashion retail conglomerate anchored by its
well-known Pep Stores brand. The group, which also

owns the Ackermans chain, is focused mainly on
value-for-money offerings

Financial year-end: S e p te m b e r
Final results: N ove m b e r

Target price: R22.00 Upside: 10%
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All Share index (rebased)Pepkor Holdings
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Source: INFRONT

PERFORMANCE

Market cap R 74 b n

Forward PE -

Current price R 2 0.0 9

1-year high R 2 0.6 9

1-year low 9 53 c

Key indicators (21 interim)

H e ps 69c

D i v/s h a re -

PE ratio 2 3. 2

Total revenue R 3 6.5 b n

Attributable revenue R 2 .4 b n

Total assets R 10 0 b n

Eq u i ty R55bn
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Lewis Group

Sitting pretty,
and worth a punt

I
t was not so long ago that
Lewis was as unpopular as a
furniture retailer can ever

be, what with the National
Credit Regulator breathing —
unjustifiably, as it happened —
down the group’s neck.

Lewis emerged from that
little skirmish with its honour
intact, but the market has been
slow to reassess the group’s
prospects.

As sentiment was starting to
find some traction, Covid s e nt
its shares tumbling. In m id-
2020, Lewis shares were down
at around R12.

Brave punters who scooped
up the shares between May
and October last year are now
sitting pretty.

The latest financials will
show that over the past year
Lewis has proved its resilient
operating model despite the
first two months of the 2021
financial year being hit hard by
lockdowns and trading restric-
tions. Covid restrictions, man-
agement noted, contributed to
the business losing about
R360m in sales and R250m in
lost collections.

Still, Lewis reported a solid
set of results for the year ended
March 2021, with merchandise
sales recovering strongly after
its stores reopened from the
hard lockdown in June 2020.

The company trades out of
807 stores across its various
brands — a small increase from
794 stores in the previous year
— and sales across its three
sectors (furniture, appliances
and audiovisual) have proved
to be quite defensive during the
p a nde m ic .

The past financial year was
one of two tales, with the first
half seeing merchandise sales
decline by 4.9%. Once lock-
down restrictions eased,

however, sales recovered by
17% in the second half, deliv-
ering praiseworthy growth for
the full year of 6.7%.

Similar to that seen in
Pep ko r ’s recent results release,
growth was driven largely by
cash sales, which were up
25.9% compared to credit sales,
which declined 7.9%. The per -
centage of cash sales moved to
more than 50% of total mer-
chandise sales, compared to
43.1% reported for the 2020
financial year.

Assisting sales growth was
the high level of availability of
stock (the group strategically
did not cancel orders when the
country first went into lock-
down), as well as the introduc-
tion of new product ranges
despite pandemic-linked chal-
lenges in supply chains.

Operating profit rocketed
174% on the comparable period,
benefiting from a reduced
debtor cost and strong cost
management. The operating
margin improved markedly to
17.7% from 6.9% the prior year.
Diluted headline EPS came in
at 604c a share, up 139% on the
prior year. Considering that the
group reported only 236.3c a
share at the interim period, this
metric gives investors a good
indication of how strong the
second half was.

An improvement in collec-
tion rates in the second half
added to the quality of the
de bt o r s ’ book, and the level of
“s at i s f a c t o r y ” paid customers
increased to 74.4% from 70.5%
the previous year; it is also up
strongly from the 68.5%
reported in 2017.

Last year, torrid markets
proved to be the perfect buying
opportunity for long-term
i nv e s t o r s . In September 2020,
IM wrote: “The healthy cash
position on its balance sheet,
together with a hefty fall in the
share price year to date, does
make Lewis an interesting
proposition for investors.”

Since then, the share price
has nearly doubled and the
company added value to share-
holders by declaring 328c a
share in dividends and buying
back shares.

Despite the strong share
price gains and the “easy”
money having been made, the
co mp a ny ’s financial position
remains solid, with gearing of
only 7.4% (including lease
liabilities under accounting
standard IFRS 16).

Though trading conditions
remain challenging, manage-

ment stated in its results
release at the end of May that
“the sales momentum reported
for the second half of the 2021
financial year has continued
into the new year”.

Underpinning manage-
me nt ’s confidence in the
business and the share price is
the continued share buyback
p r o g r a m me . Since 2017, the
company has repurchased
17.31-million shares at an
average price of R27.38 a share.
Since listing on the JSE in 2004
at R28 a share, Lewis has
bought back 29% of its shares
in issue.

The business would in all
likelihood have benefited from
an increase in the government
grant programme and there
may be some risk as this
support falls away.

The company does, how-
ever, trade on attractive multi-
ples across most valuation
methods, including a historical
dividend yield of close to 10%.

IM reckons the stock is still
worth accumulating with a
longer-term view. ●
Shawn Stockigt

The writer holds shares in Lewis

G ro u p

Buy ➨Sell

➨

High ➨Lo w

➨

R EC O M M E N DAT I O N

RISK

▲▲

▲▲

LEWIS GROUP

Hold

Medium

It is primarily a furniture and home appliance retailer
through its eponymous brand as well as Best Home &

Electric, Beares and United Furniture outlets. The group
is the last ‘p u re’ furniture retailer listed on the JSE

Financial year-end: M a rc h
Final results: M ay

Target price: R38.00 Upside: 15%
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Source: INFRONT

PERFORMANCE

All Share index (rebased)Lewis Group

Market cap R 2 .4 b n

Forward PE -

Current price R32.80

1-year high R 3 6.9 0

1-year low R 1 2 .01

Key indicators (FY21)

H e ps 616c

D i v/s h a re 328c

PE ratio 5

Total revenue R 3 6.5 b n

Attributable revenue R 6.7 b n

Total assets R 6.8 b n

Eq u i ty R 4.9 b n

iManalysis

Last year, torrid
markets proved to
be the perfect
b uy i n g
opportunity for
l o n g - te r m
i nve s to rs

“
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Anchor was getting fat man-
agement fees from the vehicle.
The saga for RAC to acquire
Astoria dragged on for nearly
two years, but in early 2020
RAC gained control.

Anchor forfeited its man -
agement fee for a sizable sum,
a nd many of the Astoria assets
were sold and the proceeds
returned to shareholders.

RAC acquired the listed
vehicle and its residual cash
and assets, which were worth
260c a share.

Astoria was completely
overhauled in a complex deal
whereby most of RAC’s assets
— most notably Outdoor
Investment Holdings (OIH), JB
Private Equity (soon to be a
proxy for Afrimat), ISA
Carstens, Trans Hex and
Vehicle Care Group — would be
injected into Astoria.

RAC would end up only
keeping its main asset, the
lucrative alternative gaming

assets of Goldrush.
Today, Astoria trades at

415c, offering a discount of 39%
on its last stated NAV of 679c a
share (based on assets worth
R 3 8 8 m) .

Pigeonholing Astoria is
difficult. Its collection of assets
has no real thematic cohesion
aside from management’s view
that each has significant value
and their growth over time will
materially increase the NAV of
As t o r i a .

The main benefit to RAC is
the tax structure of the duel-
listed vehicle. It avoids capital
gains tax and is in a lower cor-
porate tax jurisdiction.

Key investments inside
Astoria are small, but all have
intriguing growth vectors.

The largest is a 33% stake in
OIH worth R113m.

OIH is a niche hunting sup-
plies and outdoor camping
w ho le s a le r .

One asset within OIH is
another niche business, Family
Pet Centre. These are large
de s t i n at io n pet stores offering a
variety of products and ser-
vices. There are three stores in
Gauteng, with the opportunity
to expand into other large
provinces to take the potential
to 15 to 20 outlets.

Hunting, camping and pets
are high-growth and defensive
retail concepts that did well
during the p a nde m ic .

The lack of international
travel resulted in more domes-
tic outdoor leisure activities
and travel, aiding another OIH
asset, Safari Ou t do o r .

The lockdown and work-
from-home norm brought an
increase in pet ownership, a
trend seen in many economies.
That leads to increased demand
for pet food and related prod-
ucts.

In-store footprint, ultimate
revenue and profit growth
within OIH look solid.

The second-largest asset is
JSE-listed materials business
Af r i m at .

RAC sold its stake in

Unicorn Capital Partners in late
2020 and took shares in
Afrimat for its stake. Afrimat
has risen in value by more than
a third to R85m. IM sees this
asset as being the RAC liquid
“piggy bank”, should it ever
need to raise funds quickly for
a transaction.

The third-largest asset is
diamond miner Trans Hex,
valued at R54m. This business
has been heavily restructured
and Covid hit the segment
hard. The asset has been a
bugbear of RAC shareholders
for years due to its under -
performance. But management
believes it can return to
profitability and lead to a
valuation uplift.

Within the remaining assets,
aside from cross-holdings in
RAC preference shares and
treasury functions, IM sees the
49.9% stake in Vehicle Care
Group, worth R38m, as
intrig uing.

Its primary business is
funding to second-hand car
dealers. It also offers passenger
cars on a long-term leasing
format to consumers. A finance
and insurance arm also pro-
vides services to clients. The
business is innovative and
targets a niche but growing
s e g me nt .

IM must question if this
company, as a micro cap with
a market value of R246m, is
one for an investor’s portfolio.
An inability to raise fresh cap-
ital due to the large discount
hamstrings this minnow.

Clearly there are some real-
ly exciting and interesting niche
businesses within Astoria.

However, IM believes
potential investors must have
an ultra-long-term view to
consider buying Astoria.

Much of the determination
will be from a belief in Viljoen
and Van Niekerk’s ability not
just to increase NAV, but to
somehow unlock value. That,
though, may be beyond the
average investor’s timeline. ●
Anthony Clark

iM analysis

As t o r i a

Strictly for those with
an ultra-long-term view

T
he Astoria that is cur-
rently listed on the JSE is
a far cry from the Astoria

that was listed by Anchor
Group as an offshore invest-
ment vehicle. It was perfectly
pitched for investors petrified
at the plunging rand when the
company listed on the JSE in
October 2015.

The dual JSE- and Stock
Exchange of Mauritius-listed
vehicle held a pool of R1.8bn of
raised capital — p r e do m i n a nt ly
to invest in offshore equities.

Its day in the sun was short
as the rand reversed course,
sharply affecting As t o r i a’s
underlying N AV.

That widening discount —
coupled to the offshore tax
structure — drew the attention
of RECM & Calibre (RAC), run
by well-known value investors
Piet Viljoen and Jan van Niek-
erk, in mid-2018.

A long-running t u s s le
ensued for control of Astoria as

Buy ➨Sell

➨

High ➨Lo w

➨

R EC O M M E N DAT I O N

RISK

▲▲

▲▲

ASTORIA INVESTMENTS

Hold

Medium

It is a revamped investment company. Initially the
portfolio comprised widely diversified offshore

holdings, but recent corporate action has seen a
distinct domestic flavour with a retail bent

Financial year-end: December
Final results: M a rc h

Target price: 430c Up s i d e : 3. 5%
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PERFORMANCE

All Share index (rebased)Astoria Investments

Market cap R236m

Forward PE -

Current price 415 c

1-year high R 1 2 .59

1-year low 45 c

Key indicators (FY20)

H e ps N /A

D i v/s h a re N /A

PE ratio N /A

Total revenue N /A

Attributable revenue N /A

Total assets R389m

Eq u i ty R388m
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iManalysis

Spar Group

Feeling the pain in the
middle class squeeze

T
he attraction of grocery
retail is simple: people
need to eat. A lucky few

eat Norwegian salmon, most
eat more mundane fare … bu t
everyone needs to eat.

The lower end of the market
can be defensive, as govern-
ment grants act as the under-
pin that keeps the shops busy.
The upper end of the market
has more than enough money
for luxury foods, so businesses
such as Woolworths and
Checkers still do well in a
tougher economy.

The middle class is where
the squeeze happens. Wool-
worths doesn’t feel this pain,
but Spar certainly does.

Grocery retail co nt r i bu t e s
about 53% of the total SA retail
market in a normal year,
according to Stats SA data. In
2020, that percentage moved
to 56%, as many other retail
categories bore the brunt of
extensive trading restrictions.

Importantly, grocery retail-
ers weren’t immune from
these. Alcohol restrictions had
a significant impact on Spar, in
which the Tops format is key to
success. Cigarette restrictions
had an impact that seems to be
sticky, with retailers lamenting
the fact that a portion of sales
has been lost to the illegal mar-
ket forever.

From 2016 to 2019, the gro-
cery market grew about 5% per
year on a nominal basis. Real
growth is slightly positive, in
line with our national GDP.
Population growth of about
1.5% per year is a useful driver
of growth in this market, as are
trends like urbanisation as
consumers move from spaza
shop environments into lower-
LSM malls.

The defensive nature of gro-
cery retail came through in the

2020 numbers. It grew 1.3% on
a nominal basis (negative real
growth) while the overall SA
retail market shrank a nominal
–4.2%. A recovery in 2021 has
been slow, with the first two
months of the year g r o w i ng
just 0.7% for grocery retail
while overall retail continued
to struggle, shrinking –1 .6 % .

Retail data provider Nielsen
reckons that SA is the second-
most price-sensitive country in
the world. This means that
grocers fight a cold war on
pricing strategies and customer
value propositions.

Leading retailers compete
across the LSM spectrum, driv-
ing strategies like private-label
penetration and supply chain
e f f ic ie nc ie s .

Recently, on-demand deliv-
ery became a key competitive
focus, with apps such as
Sixty60, Bottles and Dash pro -
liferating on smartphones.

Spar serves a guild of fran-
chisees that don’t have the
benefit of a co-ordinated
response in tough times. There
is no centralised Spar online
shopping experience. There is
technically a conflict of interest
in efficiency gains at the centre,
with Spar as the wholesaler
looking to improve its own
margins, which means gains
may not necessarily be passed
on to franchisees.

Spar plays the convenience
retail game and focuses on
locations outside large malls.
The deli offer is a standard
competitive advantage. Each
franchisee can procure from
any supplier, so store owners
can tweak the range to suit the
local customers.

There are clearly advantages
to this approach. The disadvan-
tages became more apparent in
economic downturns, with
Sp a r ’s interim results to March
2021 telling a story of a com-
pany that is losing market
share at home.

The SA core grocery busi-
ness grew just 0.3%. Critically,
this excludes the impact of the
liquor bans. The combined
result with Tops is a –0. 2 %
decline, a poor result saved
only by a powerful perfor-
mance in Build it, up 26.2%, in
line with the DIY theme we are
seeing play out in other com-
p a n ie s .

With Build It and the SBuys
pharmacy business included,
Spar SA managed 3.1% top-line
growth over this period. That’s
a concern for the company, as
any market share losses in gro-
cery are difficult to recover.

Spar has been focusing its
attention overseas. Double-digit
growth across the offshore
footprint (Ireland/England,
Switzerland and Poland) took
group revenue growth to 7.5%,
a far more acceptable result.

With the European busi-
nesses saving the day, Spar
grew operating profit 28.1% and
its dividend by 40%. Gross
profit margin and operating
margin increased. It all looked
good, except SA still con-
tributes nearly two-thirds of
revenue and Spar’s eye has
been taken off the ball in a
competitive market.

Investors should watch the
SA core grocery number care-
fully. With decent prospects for
growth in earnings and the div-
idend, there may be some
upside in Spar.

The share price history sug-
gests that Spar may be more
suitable for traders than those
looking for shares they can buy
and forget about. The second-
half dividend is historically
much higher than the interim
dividend, but investors would
have to be patient until Decem-
ber to receive it. ●
The Finance Ghost

Buy ➨Sell

➨

High ➨Lo w

➨

R EC O M M E N DAT I O N

RISK

▲▲
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SPAR GROUP

Hold

Medium

It acts as a centralised distribution and wholesale
business, servicing more than 2 400 stores in

southern Africa. The group also holds investments in
Ireland, South-West England, Poland and Switzerland

Financial year-end: S e p te m b e r
Final results: M a rc h

Target price: R200 Upside: +7%

Source: INFRONT

PERFORMANCE
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Market cap R 3 6.5 b n

Forward PE 14.4 x

Current price R 1 87

1-year high R 2 13

1-year low R161

Key indicators (21 interim)

H e ps R 6. 2 1

Div/share (interim) R 2 .8 0

PE ratio 14.8 x

Total revenue R 6 4. 24 b n

Attributable revenue R 1 .9 b n

Total assets R 5 0.5 b n

Eq u i ty R 7.6 b n

Spar serves a guild
of franchisees that
d o n’t have the
benefit of a co-
ordinated response
in tough times

“
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Buy ➨Sell
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MASSMART HOLDINGS

Hold

Medium

It operates a variety of wholesale and retail store
formats, with particular focus on categories
including general merchandise, liquor, home

improvement and wholesale food

Financial year-end: December
Final results: June

Target price: R70 Upside: +3%
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Ma s s m a r t

The bright pink
elephant in the room

M
assmart is proof that

investment success is

a function of company

performance and entry price.

There are challenges around

every corner for CEO Mitchell

Slape and his team, yet Mass-

mart is trading at levels last

seen in mid-2019.

Year to date, Massmart is up

about 60%. There’s been a

great deal of momentum

around this stock and those

who bought in the past year

must feel like they just won a

TV at Game. Can this co nt i nu e?

The last sales update cov-

ered the 19-week period ended

May 9 2021. Year-on-year

comparability is limited, as the

base is full of panic buying and

weirdness when you could buy

TV accessories but not a TV, or

certain appliances but not a

treadmill.

Some balance to this equa-

tion is brought by the liquor

ban we had in January, which

sion. It’s not getting any prettier

either, with the trading update

noting an 8.4% decrease in

s a le s .

Other retailers seem to be

biting, though Massmart share-

holders shouldn’t expect a

great price here. Frankly, just

giving it away would create

v a lu e .

The pink elephant, in case

you didn’t work it out, is Game.

The format has struggled for

relevance in a world where a

great deal of general merchan-

dise shopping has moved

online. The foray into food was

disastrous and was perhaps the

nail in the coffin for the pre-

vious management team.

With Builders and Makro as

the key underpins in Massmart

and with Cambridge up for

sale, Game is where the group

will either return to glory or

linger in pain. Massmart has

blamed low foot count in malls

for Game’s performance this

year, down –3.3% in sales.

Though there is some truth to

these exogenous factors, the

group would do well to appor-

tion more blame internally.

At R67.65 per share and

with a market cap of R14.8bn,

Massmart is on a trading profit

multiple of 12.6 times and

t he r e’s a lot of pain below the

trading profit line. If you

missed out on Massmart in the

past year, it probably wouldn’t

be sensible to try make up for

it at these prices. There’s a lot

for the group to sort out to see

meaningful share price growth

from here and interim results

will give investors an idea of

progress being made. ●

The Finance Ghost

The writer holds shares in Massmart

Massmart estimates to have

had a R770m impact. In other

words, there’s trouble in both

reporting periods.

The sales growth of 10.1% in

SA is difficult to interpret but

seems reasonable overall. The

stores in Africa are flat on a

constant currency basis, which

is more concerning.

Though the management

team has made progress in

simplifying the group and get-

ting the businesses to collabo-

rate, Massmart is still sitting on

a couple of crown jewels and a

rotten egg or two.

The shiniest jewel is

Bu i lde r s , which reported a

spectacular growth rate of

39.4%. There are base effects

for sure, but the DIY theme has

played out in numerous JSE-

listed companies. There’s no

doubt that remote working

encouraged people to improve

their homes.

We can’t be sure where the

remote working shift will set-

tle, but we can reasonably

assume that some degree of

flexibility will apply. That’s

good news for the DIY and

home improvement industry,

though this growth rate clearly

isn’t sustainable.

Builders contributed R4.9bn

of the R30.5bn group sales

over this period, which is 16%

of the total. In FY20, the DIY

business achieved an impres-

sive trading profit margin of

7.4% despite all the operational

challenges last year.

The other jewel in the

crown is Makro, reported as

part of Massmart Wholesale

along with some underper-

forming Cash & Carry busi-

nesses. Massmart Wholesale

contributed 55% of group sales

in FY20 and ran at a trading

profit margin of just 2%. Makro

achieved sales growth in the

latest reported period of 16.6%

but Cash & Carry saw sales

decline slightly year on year.

Cash & Carry needs a

turnaround. The division con-

tributed R6.7bn of revenue in

this period, or 22% of the group

total. That’s bigger than

Bu i lde r s but certainly doesn’t

come with the profitability to

m at c h .

Hav i ng identified one prob-

lem area, let’s deal with anoth-

er before we get to the bright

pink elephant in the room.

Massmart is trying to sell its

biggest headache, Cambridge

and Rhino. The segment made

a trading loss of –R364m from

revenue of R8.3bn last year.

Th at ’s a horrible performance

before you even consider the

working capital costs of nearly

R1bn in net assets in the divi-

Market cap R 14.8 b n

Forward PE N /A

Current price R 6 8 .0 0

1-year high R 71 .4 0

1-year low R 1 8.8 0

Key indicators (FY20)

H e ps -426c

D i v/s h a re Nil

PE ratio N /A

Total revenue R 8 6.76 b n

Attributable revenue - R 1 .74 b n

Total assets R 4 0.7 b n

Eq u i ty R 2 .9 b n

iM analysis

The shiniest jewel is Builders, which
reported a spectacular growth rate of
39.4% … remote working encouraged
people to improve their homes“



square metre],” he says.
Petersen refers to aggres-

sive growth by a number of
independent retailers — “br e a d
and butter” tenants such as
grocers OBC Chicken, Roots
Butchery, Econofoods and
Kitkat Cash & Carry. He says
national retailers also continue
to expand their exposure to
township economies, including
Shoprite, Boxer and Pick n Pay,
as well as Mr Price via recently
acquired Power Fashion.
Truworths also plans to enter
the lower-LSM market with its
Primark brand.

Petersen believes Dipula’s
competitive advantage is that
it ’s a long-term, pure SA play:
“Our story has stayed consis-
tent. Other Reits have gone off-
shore or ventured into more
exotic sectors. We have no
intention to do that. We are
sticking to our knitting as we
understand our business and
our markets really well.”

However, Petersen con-
cedes that Dipula’s dual share
structure is a factor that may
be impeding the company’s liq-
uidity and share price perfor-
mance. Though both the A and
B shares have more than dou-

bled year to date, the A shares
are trading at a discount to NAV
of more than 20% while the B
shares’ discount sits at nearly
70%. “The share price is not
reflective of the company’s
intrinsic value. I think the cap-
ital structure is holding back
the company’s full potential,”
says Petersen. “Clearly, our
shares are a screaming buy at
these levels.”

Management is looking at
ways to resolve the capital
structure issue, but Petersen
points out that at least 75% of
Dipula shareholders need to
vote in favour of converting to
a single share. So it won’t hap-
pen overnight.

While the B shares are
trading at a larger discount to
NAV and an attractive dividend
yield of about 22%, analysts
believe the A shares are the
more predictable choice. As
Naeem Tilly, head of research
at Sesfikile Capital, points out:
“We prefer the A share over the
B share given its preferential
right to dividends, solid earn-
ings cover of about 1.6 times
and attractive distributable
income yield of about 15%.” ●

Joan Muller

iManalysis

Buy ➨Sell

➨

High ➨Lo w

➨

R EC O M M E N DAT I O N

RISK

▲▲

▲▲

DIPULA INCOME FUND

Hold

Medium

The SA Reit owns a diversified portfolio of
properties worth R9bn spread across all nine

provinces, of which the majority are located in
G a u te n g

Financial year-end: A u g u st
Final results: N ove m b e r/ D e c e m b e r

Target price: R10,00 (A shares);

Source: INFRONT

PERFORMANCE

Jan
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Jun
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2021

130

100

70

40

10

Source: INFRONT
SA Listed Property index (rebased)Dipula Income Fund A Dipula Income Fund B

Dipula Income Fund

Put this counter
on your shopping list

I
nvestors looking to share in
the spoils of the retail
rebound don’t necessarily

have to stash their cash in the
retailers themselves. If you’re
wary of concentration risk and
you’re after a high and growing
dividend stream, perhaps it’s
time to consider a punt on the
landlord instead of the tenant.

Granted, the share prices of
several JSE-listed mall owners
have already rallied strongly
since November, but most are
still trading below pre-Covid
levels — and at sizable dis-
counts to NAV.

The investment case for
convenience shopping centres
— smaller neighbourhood cen-
tres of between 5,000m2 a nd
2 5 ,0 0 0 m 2 that cater to basic
needs — seems compelling, and
more so for those in township
and rural areas that serve
lower-income shoppers.

Those have by all accounts
emerged in better shape from
lo c kdo w n trading restrictions
than their fancier urban coun-
terparts with r e s t au r a nt s ,
cinemas and the like.

Dipula Income Fund —
whose R9bn portfolio includes
100 malls across SA, mostly
smaller convenience centres —
has been a major beneficiary of
this trend. About 65% of
Dip u l a’s income comes from
retail centres in places like
Hammanskraal in Tshwane,
Tembisa on the East Rand,
KwaDesi in the Eastern Cape
and Umzimkhulu in KwaZulu-
Natal. The rest of its assets are
split between offices, industrial
and residential.

Dipula surprised the market
this month by reporting a
healthy 8.5% rise in dis-
tributable earnings for the six
months to end-February. That’s
impressive considering that

most property stocks reported
an average 15%-30% drop in
income for their latest report-
ing periods. The counter’s bet-
ter-than-expected performance
enabled management to
resume dividend payments,
which were put on hold last
year when the pandemic hit.
This year’s interim payout of
59.02c for A shares and 45.10c
for B shares represent a 7.7%
and 6% increase on the same
period in 2019.

Dipula is one of just a hand-
ful of real estate investment
trusts (Reits) that have main-
tained a 100% payout ratio —
most have reduced it to
between 75% and 85% of dis-
tributable profit to help shore
up stretched balance sheets. In
fact, Dipula has strengthened
its balance sheet noticeably by
bringing the loan-to-value ratio
down by 11% to 35.7%.

CEO Izak Petersen tells IM
that the pandemic has boosted
demand for space in conve-
nience centres, especially those
that cater to lower-income
shoppers, which have proved
particularly resilient during the
pandemic. “Most retailers are
now chasing market share in
this market segment where
they can operate smaller-for-
mat stores and achieve higher
trading densities [sales per

Market cap (A & B combined) R 3. 175 b n

Forward dividend yield 15% (A); 22% (B)

Current price 864c (A); 360c (B)

1-year high 950c (A); 425c (B)

1-year low 381c (A); 90c (B)

Key indicators ( H Y 2 1)

H e ps 6 0.01 c

D i v/s h a re 59.02c (A); 45.10c (B)

PE ratio N /A

Total revenue R 678 m

Attributable revenue R309m

Total assets R9bn

Eq u i ty -

Covid has b o o s te d
demand for space
in convenience
centres, especially
those that cater to
l owe r - i n co m e
s h o p p e rs

“

R4.50 (B shares) Upside: 15%; 25%
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Digging for diamonds

The academic
challenges against a
small-cap premium
were (and are) a
long laundry list

“

WA RW I C K
LU CAS

iM The Middle Road

Small-cap quality will outperform large-cap quality, small junk will beat large junk

M
ost equity
m a r ket
a f ic io n a do s
a p p r e c i at e
that small-cap

stocks are more locked into a
local economy and the
economic cycle than your
average blue-chip stock. So ,
with economies recovering
post-Covid and SA’s prospects
improving from “bad” to “le s s
bad”, are small caps an
o p p o r t u n it y ?

The focus of many financial
researchers over the past half-
century has been to torture
“factors” until they confess, so
rendering the efficient market
hypothesis invalid. I expect that
in the long term they will
render equity markets efficient
as a result of their efforts, but
for now markets remain
profitably messy.

Factors are numerically
specified (and should be
persistent) drivers of risk and
return. The most common
equity style factors are: quality,
size, value (low p:es win),
momentum (recent share
returns, like six or 12 months,
win), dividend yield and
v o l at i l it y .

With regard to size, it has
long been the belief a mo ng
finance researchers and private
players that small-cap shares
tend to beat out large-cap blue
chips, even after adjusting for
their inherent riskiness. Small
caps have often been the happy
hunting grounds of eclectics

and individual investors. All
seemed wonderful for the
eclectics and individuals when
in 1982 financial researcher
Rolf Banz produced evidence
that returns on small
companies indeed thrashed
those of big blue chips.
Apparently, sensible wasn’t
sensible. Almost immediately,
however, the effect started to
disappear, and small caps
produced poor risk-adjusted
returns for years thereafter.

The academic challenges
against a small-cap premium
were (and are) a long laundry
list. Many researchers
concluded that small caps
weren’t significant, producing
small extra return of marginal
statistical significance. Others
argued that the size effect
disappeared after its original
discovery in the early 1980s,
because an explosion of small-
cap-based funds and indices
exploited the effect.

The size effect seemed to
concentrate among only the
smallest micro-caps (smaller
than $5m), which are

impossible to trade. All of the
returns from size related to the
“January effect”. That might be
a trading case, but it’s certainly
not an investment one. When
using nonmarket-cap
measures of size (sales,
headcount, asset base, and so
on) the small-cap effect
disappeared entirely. Many
argued that returns to size is a
proxy for a liquidity (or
illiquidity) effect. The size is
weak in international equity
m a r ket s .

Those seven points would
seem to leave the idea of
buying small caps dead in the
w at e r .

However, everything needs
to have a price, so how should
that be determined for small
caps? How will small caps
treat their capital providers —
good, bad or indifferently?
Many “fans” arrive at that
philosophically — i nt u it iv e ly
you would think that small
caps would have a higher cost
of capital, which would result
in a lower rating, but also
higher returns. My
philosophical reply is that I
would tend to view the small-
caps space as a “transit lounge”
— from acorn to oak tree, but
also from fine tree to firewood.
Simply put, there might be
some diamonds in the space,
but there will also be r u b bi s h .

I was taken by Clifford
As ne s s ’s paper seeking to
resolve the problem of pricing
for size. He noted that small

caps loaded strongly and
consistently negatively on
many “q u a l it y ” factors.

The quality factor is
generically a screen for stocks
that have healthy balance
sheets, sensible debt levels,
robust profitability, positive
growth prospects and
consistently growing earnings.
This perhaps is a place to quote
Warren Buffett’s mentor,
Benjamin Graham. Graham
insisted that good buys should
be inexpensive, but he also did
not endorse rubbish. Graham
said investors should demand
from a company “a sufficiently
strong financial position and
the potential that its earnings
will at least be maintained over
the years”. Such companies, he
said, show resilience by falling
less in a downturn and
recovering quicker than others.

As ne s s ’s finding was that
when you sort across size
classes for quality, a size
premium re-emerges. Small-
cap quality will outperform
large-cap quality, small junk
will beat large junk, and this
applies to most international
markets. He didn’t include the
JSE, but it seems to be a
sensible result — if you want to
play in small-cap shares, be
sure to buy decent earnings.
Who knew? ●

Lucas is chief investment

officer at Galileo Asset

Ma n ag e r s

Twitter @warwicklucas
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iManalysis: mid and small-cap funds

How to make a small fortune
STEPHEN CRANSTON

S
mall-cap funds make
up just R5.8bn of
investment into unit
trusts. And many

investors will regret not invest-
ing more.

The average return over the
12 months to March 2021 was
56.3%.

There was an unusual net
inflow of R101m into the sector
during the March quarter as
some investors got wind of
these spectacular numbers.

But these funds have given
just 0.4% annually over three
years and 0.9% over five years.

It is hardly an opaque, spec-
ulative universe.

Momentum Metropolitan
and Liberty are there. Large
businesses such as Aspen
Pharmacare, Woolworths, Mr
Price and Sappi are all included
in these funds — though all of
them bounce in and out of the
top 40.

There is more risk, but don’t
let that put you off adding one
of these funds to your portfolio.

Co r o n at io n ’s Alistair Lea
s ay s investors who invest in
small-cap funds are those who
wish to benefit from the poten-
tial growth in medium-sized
and small companies. They
must also want to diversify
their investments to include
specific exposure to companies
outside the top 40.

They need to accept the
inherent volatility in investing
in less liquid shares, as there
are fewer shares trading freely
in the market, which can
restrict trading and amplify
price movement.

And in general they should
treat a small-cap fund as one of
several funds in an investment
p o r t fo l io .

After all, the universe
includes household names —

and not just chicken producers.
Until recently Implats and
AngloGold Ashanti were
available to these funds;
Nedbank recently fell into the
mid-cap space.

Such funds are primarily
about getting exposure to SA
i ndu s t r i a l s .

There is little of the specu-
lative rubbish which cluttered

the JSE in 1987 and 1998. There
are dependable industrial busi-
nesses such as Cashbuild and
Italtile, and most of the retail-
ers, such as TFG and Mass-
mart, form part of the universe.

One of the ironies is that
smaller managers have not set
up small-cap funds. With their
small size they only make
economic sense if they are

embedded in the large man-
a ge r s ’ investment teams and
provide research which the
mainstream portfolios can use.

The largest funds are run by
Ninety One and Abax, a large
R90bn manager.

And Sanlam Investment
Management (SIM), Old Mutual
Investment Group and Corona-
tion all have funds.

SIM’s Vanessa van Vuuren
says that in the 10 years to
March 2020, small-cap returns
lagged the top mid- and small-
cap funds by 3% a year.

But, she adds: “Despite the
recent rebound, there remain
many mispriced and under-
valued shares that we expect to
grow into tomorrow’s large
c a p s .” ●

Investors who invest in small-cap funds
are those who wish to benefit from the
potential growth in medium-sized and
small companies“

Picture: 123RF — IQONCEPT
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T
his fund has remained true to the
principles of small caps, thanks to its
relatively small size of R380m.

For example, its largest share Renergen
(10% of fund) has a market cap of about
R2.5bn. But co-fund manager Vanessa van
Vuuren believes it is among the most excit-
ing long-term investments she has seen. It
may not be profitable today, but it has nat-
ural gas resources and helium resources, a
rare and inert gas with medical and indus-
trial application. The fund has held these
shares for five years at an average entry
point of R10 a share, and over the past 12
months it has leapt to R21.40.

The fund is also a holder in the last
remaining contractors, Raubex (4.3%) and
WBHO (3%). Co-fund manager San Naidoo
says there are green shoots in the infra-
structure cycle, particularly on roads, and
the last men standing have a strong chance
of winning a large slice of the contracts.

WBHO is still marked down by
investors for its unsuccessful foray into
Australia, but the SA business remains
solid, says Naidoo. And the fund picked up
more Raubex shares when it fell below R17
last year — it has since almost doubled to
R32.

The fund’s signature investments
include Blue Label Telecom (4.8% of fund)
and Curro (3.3%). Blue Label, Van Vuuren
argues, is still perceived as little more than
a proxy for Cell C, as it owns 45% of the
network operator. But it has already writ-

6 months 39. 31 2 of 13

1 year 70 .07 3 of 13

3 years* 6.0 5 3 of 13

5 years* 2 .0 5 5 of 12

7 years* 3. 34 6 of 12

*annualised return

Fund size (Rm): 34 9

Total expense ratio (TER): 1 .7 9 %

Source: ProfileData Fund Analytics

SIM SMALL CAP FUND

Return % Ra n k

ten that down to zero. The core Blue Label
distribution has a long history of cash
ge ne r at io n .

Curro continues to grow even after a
compound annual growth rate of pupils of
35% over the past nine years. It is still
operating on 69% of school capacity, with
the average age of campuses just five
years. Van Vuuren believes the failings of
the state sector will continue to drive
de m a nd .

Where it can, the fund follows the house
view. It is by no means run as a silo. It can
own shares which have fallen out of the
top 40 index and can hold on to them even
when they get promoted. So when
resources were less popular, it picked up
Sibanye-Stillwater (4.2% of fund) and
Northam Platinum (5.9%).

Naidoo says Sanlam remains positive on
the platinum group metals and in spite of
the massive run they still see these shares
as special situations. Northam has an
excellent production profile, and Sibanye
has the best exposure to palladium. ●

I
n spite of the power of Coronation
brand, this is the smallest of the actively
managed small-cap unit trusts, though

with strong performance it has grown
from R110m to R130m. It is now the best
performer over one, three and five years.

Fund manager Alistair Lea says it is
remarkable how well many shares have
recovered after the Covid-driven draw-
down in March 2020. For example, Mpact,
a packaging business spun out of Mondi,
used its cash to buy back 15% of its shares
at depressed levels. Cashbuild has bene-
fited from the demand for building mate-
rials and is using its strong balance sheet to
buy its competitor The Building Company,
if the authorities permit it.

Lea says his style is to rotate out of
shares that have limited upside to those

with more potential, but not rotating out of
good-quality shares into bad ones. In the
March quarter, for example, there were
new positions in the JSE Ltd, Zeder Invest-
ments and RMB Holdings, which unbun-
dled its interest in FirstRand and is now
focused on property.

Lea argues that the JSE is a fantastic
business as it is essentially a regulated
monopoly which generates high returns on
capital, and it benefits from volatile mar-
kets. Zeder, PSG’s agricultural focused
investment trust, is in wind-up mode, Lea
says, with an intrinsic value of R4 com-
pared with a share price of about R2.60.

And the fund has been selling Bytes and
Implats. Bytes is a powerful reseller of
software, mainly in the UK, but it has
reached an eye-watering p:e of 28. Implats
has performed well for the fund, but
platinum prices are now well above
normal and Lea prefers to reinvest in lower
heartbeat situations.

The fund’s largest holdings include mid-
caps such as RMI (3.8% of the fund), PSG
(4.6%) and Nedbank (4%) — a rare oppor-
tunity for these funds to buy into a large
commercial bank. Other larger shares
include Spar (the largest position at 5.7%)
and Distell (4.3%).

Smaller shares include AdvTech (4.6%),
Metair (4.7%) and WBHO (3.8%). ●

6 months 35 .64 3 of 13

1 year 7 9. 42 1 of 13

3 years* 9. 8 8 1 of 13

5 years* 8 .95 1 of 12

7 years* 6. 32 1 of 12

*annualised return

Fund size (Rm): 19 6

Total expense ratio (TER): 1 . 21 %

Source: ProfileData Fund Analytics

CORONATION SMALLER

COMPANIES FUND

Return % Ra n k

T
he fund is more defensive as it has a
bulwark of large-cap shares it
accumulated before they entered the

top 40; Naspers (12% of the fund, including
Prosus today) was too small to qualify for
the top 40 when the shares were originally
b o u g ht .

British American Tobacco, or BAT,
(about 5% of the fund) was bought when it
was already big but not in the top 40.

But for the other 83% of the fund it
looks similar to the rest of the sector. It is
managed by Anthony Sedgwick at Abax; he
also manages the sister Rainmaker Fund,
so many of the views and themes overlap.

He says 15% of the fund is made up of
attractively priced platinum producers:
there is a chunky 9.4% position in Royal
Bafokeng Platinum and 5.2% in Northam.

There is a further 15% in defensive
value, through RMI, Santam and BAT, and
14% in niche financials such as PSG Konsult
and Coronation.

The two largest slices both have 19% of
the fund: domestic consumer, led by AVI
and Italtile; and domestic industrial with

The JSE is a fantastic
business as it is essentially
a regulated monopoly
which generates high
returns on capital

“

iM analysis: mid and small-cap funds
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Fund data supplied by

The information, data, analyses and opinions above do not
constitute investment advice, and all information should be verified
before using it. Do not make any investment decision without the
advice of a professional financial adviser.

ProfileData Fund AnalyticsT
his fund was once the largest fund in
SA under the legendary Rhett Ham-
mond, and it remains one of the

largest funds in the sector with R2.3bn
under management.

The fund has gone through several

F
or years this was run by Warren
Jervis as a separate boutique. Now
under Kaya Nodada, it is fully

integrated into the MacroSolutions
team, which incorporates the former

iterations, including a strong bias towards
resources shares, when there was still a
large universe of these shares available.

The fund is now affiliated to the Value
pillar at Ninety One and is run by Andrew
Jo a n no u .

It is quite actively managed; for exam-
ple, just in the first three months it
acquired Netcare (its only hospital share),
RMI, PPC and ArcelorMittal, and sold
Momentum Metropolitan, Curro, Tru-
worths, Adcorp and Textainer. It now has
just three precious metals shares, which
make up barely 5% of the fund —
Pallinghurst, Pan African Resources and
Royal Bafokeng Platinum.

The fund has a few unusual holdings,
given its size. Hudaco is the largest share
(5 . 9 % ), and it also has a large holding in
Remgro (4.4%).

It has a 3% holding in its former parent,
Investec, and like most of its peers it has
grabbed the opportunity to buy into Ned-
bank (4.3%), which should be back in the
large caps within 12 months. Financials
now make up 20% of the fund.

Emerging Companies also owns sector
favourites such as Cashbuild (5.7%) and
Italtile (5.6%). Joannou says even in this
economic climate these companies are
both achieving at least 20% growth — t he
fashion for home improvement during
lockdown did no harm.

The fund has a chunky 4.3% in Metair,
which Joannou believes will benefit from
the demand for new components on the
back of Ford’s planned investment in SA.

Joannou says that as a larger emerging
companies fund it finds it hard to jump into
a share early, and therefore a long-term
value approach suits it. ●

Old Mutual Equities.
Nodada says the fund has benefited

from four consecutive positive quarters in
global and SA markets. The cyclical
counters in the portfolio such as Motus,
Reunert (4% of the fund) and Raubex pros-
pered, though defensive shares such as
RFG (previously Rhodes Food Group)
lagged. But almost all company results sur-
prised on the upside. Some did this
through capital restructuring and disposals,
such as Massmart (3.6%) and Omnia.

And platinum continued to provide
some of the best returns; Old Mutual
focused on Royal Bafokeng Platinum and
Implats (4.7%).

Nodada says the construction-based
holdings have been one of the differentia-
tors in the fund. It holds co nt r a c t o r s
Raubex (4.5%) and WBHO (3.7%), as well as
Afrimat (4.5%), an important supplier to the
industry. He says the team has built on the
holding in Italtile it inherited from Jervis
and it now makes up 5.7% of the fund.

Dis-Chem is another retailer held in this
fund, though not in many of its peer funds.
The fund also holds a longtime Old Mutual
favourite TFG (4.3%).

Taxi financier Transaction Capital (3.7%)
is the largest financial in the fund. The
largest rand hedge after Implats is Reinet,
in which its portfolio is almost equally
divided between British American Tobacco
and the Pension Corp in the UK.

Nodada says the team is examining
whether to start investing in hospital
groups. They have the balance sheets to get
through the third wave of Covid, but such a
traumatic event could hit investor senti-
ment and reduce share prices. ●

Reunert, KAP Industrial and Hudaco.
Sedgwick says that in spite of the recent

rebound in share prices, many domestic
shares are still undervalued.

Santam (5.3%) has been the most
disappointing performer in the fund given
the ongoing uncertainty over business
interruption claims, and the extent to
which Santam needs to settle. But he says
it has made substantial provisions already,
and there will be certainty after the
Supreme Court of Appeal hearing in
September on what claims are valid.

RMI has also been a disappointing
share, even though none of its underlying
businesses — Discovery, Momentum and
Outsurance — has the same issues.

But platinum has been a strong con-
tributor, with platinum prices up 30% in
the first quarter.

Abax at least sees some signs of an
improvement in the domestic e co no my ,
which is why the portfolio isn’t dominated
by rand hedges as it has been in the past. ●

6 months 21 . 29 13 of 13

1 year 37. 8 8 13 of 13

3 years* - 0. 8 6 13 of 13

5 years* 0 .93 8 of 12

7 years* 3. 41 5 of 12

*annualised return

Fund size (Rm): 1 550

Total expense ratio (TER): 1 .76 %

Source: ProfileData Fund Analytics

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS

ENTREPRENEUR FUND

Return % Ra n k

6 months 29. 26 10 of 13

1 year 64 . 4 3 7 of 13

3 years* 4 .14 9 of 13

5 years* -1 .13 12 of 12

7 years* - 0.0 4 12 of 12

*annualised return

Fund size (Rm): 2 497

Total expense ratio (TER): 1 .75 %

Source: ProfileData Fund Analytics

NINETY ONE EMERGING

COMPANIES FUND

Return % Ra n k

iManalysis: mid and small-cap funds

The fund has a few
unusual holdings. Hudaco
is the largest share (5.9%),
and it also has a large
holding in Remgro (4.4%)

“

6 months 31 . 54 6 of 13

1 year 58 .74 9 of 13

3 years* 3.9 5 10 of 13

5 years* 0. 87 9 of 12

7 years* 1.55 8 of 12

*annualised return

Fund size (Rm): 74 1

Total expense ratio (TER): 1 .76 %

Source: ProfileData Fund Analytics

OLD MUTUAL MID & SMALL

CAP FUND

Return % Ra n k




